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THE PRONUNCIATION OF SPANISH PLACE NAMES 

IN T~ SOUTH\'!ESTERU UNITED STATES 

INTRODUCTION 

' Santa. Fe, originally christened La Ciud2.d fuillJ.. ~ la Santa h 

Q&. San Francisco in the year 1609. has the distinction of being not 

only the oldest city in New Mexico but the oldest city in the south

western United States, including C&lifornia. The youngest Spanish

named city within this geographical section is (to my knowledge) 

Bunavista.. Texas. which was born of the Second World War and thE' syn

thetic rubber industry in 1944. Within the 33.5 years that separate 

the founding of Santa Fe from that of Bunavista lie weighty events in 

the history of those who. on the one hand. speak Spanish. and of those 

who, on the other hand. speak English. In regard to this history, 

however, we are at the present concerm~d with but one phtlse • the lin

guistic: the linguistic in relation to the English pronunciation of 

the Spanish-derived place name in Arizona. California. Colorado, 

Oklahoma, New Mexico, and Texas. In view of the strongly marked 

Spanish-~nglish contacts that have existed in this given territory 

for at l~ast ~ hundred years, inquiry into English ways with Spanish 

place names should yield some interesting results. Certainly, it pre

sents pertinent queries a.t the outset. To what extent does English 

l 
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follow the Spanish pronunciation? In what section or sections do speak

ers of English give better approximations of the Spanish pronunciation? 

What factors bear upon a:ny given name's resistance to anglicization? 

Does the presence of a marked Mexican population influence the English 

pronunciation? Are existing English imitations based on the '1school 11 

or learned pronunciation or are they recognizable aural imitations? 

What proof can be found in support of either premise? To what extent 

does the English orthography reflect anglic initative interpretations 

of the Spanish pronunciation, and to what extent does it reflect angli

cization of the Spanish name? What, finally, can be said of the future 

of the English pronunciation of the Spanish-derived place n...'Ule? 

The foregoing questions will be considered in this study from 

one point of view, that of the English language. The purpose of this 

study is to examine all ascertainable, customary English pronuncia

tions of any given place name coming within its scope and to deduce 

from such an examination the extent to which the Spanish phonetic val

ues have become anglicized. The stated purpose is phonological rather 

than phonetic, that is, we are not so much concerned hP.re with the 

listing of examples of the pronunciation or pronunciations of each of 

the more than one thousand names included in this investigation as we 

are with determining the general princi~lPs which govern the English 

pronunciation of the Spanish-derived place name. The present study 

falls, therefore, into three main divisions (1) the Spanish vowels in 

stressed and unstressed positions (2) the Spanish consonants (J) stress. 

The extent to which the Spanish-derived place name has yielded 

to anglicization in a:n;y given state, section thereof, or in the 
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territory as a whole depends, to a certain degree at least, upon the 

historical background of the state, section, or total tP.rritory under 

consideration. It depends more especially, perhaps, upon the history 

of th~ relationships of the Spanish and thP. English-spe~king p?oples: 

social, economic, political, cultural, religious - thP nature of which 

determines in turn the linguistic contacts between the two peoples in 

any one of the given states or in thP territory as a whole. Therefore, 

the brief historical outline of the Southwest which follows will treat, 

as concisely as possible, of those events which h~ve brought influence 

to beer upon our specific language ~roblem. 1 

Prior to 1800 New Mexico included Arizona, Utah, and part of 

Colorado. Considerably contrasted purposes motivated the laborious 

treks of Juan Cabeza de Vaca, 1528, of Pedro Mendoza. 1539, of Friar 

Marcos de Niza and Estevanico, 1539, of Vasquez de Coronado, 15401 and 

of Juan de Onate, 1597. Expulsion of the Spaniards from New Mexico by 

the Pueblo Indians when Santa ]'e wa.s about three-quarters of a century 

old led to the establishment of Isleta, not far from what is now El 

Paso, Texas. Twelve years later under Diego de Vargas t:hE'! Spaniards 

reconquered the territory. That moment is still commemorated every 

year by an elaborate fiesta in Santa Fe. From 1700 to 1800 the Span

ie.rds increased from 2,000 to approximately 20,000. Santa }.,e, Albu-. 

querque, and Taos were the leading cities. With the establishment of 

independence from Spa.in in 1821, contacts with native Enelish-speaki11g 

residents of the United States were accelerated considerably. 

1The historical material herewith used is based upon that given 
by Harold W. ~entley in his A. Dictionarl Qi. Spanish Terms .in_ Bnglish 
(Columbia University Press, New York, 1932), pp. 25-56. 
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Spanish interest in California came from a realization of its 

importance e.s a bulwark age.inst foreign invasion from the Pacific. 

Prior to 1759, in which year San Diego was established, we 'know very 

little of what is now California, Outside of Juan Rodriguez Cabrillo's 

venture in 15L2, Sir Francis Drake's contact with the Ca.lifornie. coast 

in 1579, and Sebastian Vizcaino 1 3 discovery of Monterey ~•.l.3' in 1602, 

1:10 know nothing of moment. Within fifty years after San Di 0 go was oc

cupied more than twenty missions were establishPd in California. The 

civil po,ver rested in a Spanish governor whose headquarters were at 

Monterey. Until the time California gave its allegiance to Mexico, in 

1822, no contacts oetween English-speaking and Sp~nish-speeking people 

took place in California, eYcept on those extremely rare occa~ions when 

merchant vessels chanced to touch the coaot. After 1822, American 

scouts and trappers began to drift into Pacific coast settlements. 

Decline of the lnfluen.ce and power of the missions and the increased 

trend toward republicanism assisted thP few Americans in playing a pro

gressively important part in affairs. S:9,mish trade and immigration 

lo.ws were !.gnored, and, by 1830, various 11foreigntt (English, AM~rican, 

Russian) trade center(; had been establiohed. Approximately 700 Anglo

Americans were living in California by 1845. Intermarrie{;e with the 

better Spanish familiAs took ple~e. The time between the raising of 

the Bear flag of independence over California in 1846 and the discovery 

of gold in the San Francisco foothills was very brief, and, by 1850, 

nearly 100,000 non-Spaniards had rushed California in an unprecedented 

manner. This tr~mendous and sudden influx of non-Spanish speaking 

people plays a decided part in the swift crumbling of the Spanish 
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regime which today survives only in tradition, history, and bits af the 

Spanish language, which include place names that have become, in the 

main, quite, if not altogether, anglicized. There was no time for ex

tensive and intimate associations between the English-speaking and the 

S:pa.nish-speaking peoples, such as we shall find in the hiotory of the 

Lone Star state, the one (together with New Mexico) which demonstrate$ 

some remnant of feeling for the Spanish in the pronunciation of certain 

of its Spanish-derived place names. 

From the founding of lsleta in 1682 to the Louisiarui purchase 

of 180J there was little opportunity for l~e contacts between 

speakers of English and speakers of Spanish in the present territory of 

Texas. Upon the death of Moses Austin :tn 1821, his son, Stephen Fuller 

Austin, assumed leadership of the first truly concentrated movement 

towards the establishment of American colonies ifi Mexican Texas. Al

though eleven decades have passed since Texas won her independence from 

Mexico, she houses toda;y no less than 400,000 Mexicans in her border 

territory, and, although Texas is not ·nearly so Mexicau in regard to 

social and political make-up as New Mexico (whose state legislature is 

conducted in both Entlish and Spanish), no?' so Spanish in its atmosphere, 

architecture, and traditions as California, its linguistic borrowings 

(consisting of popular loan words and place names) are greater than 

those in any other section of the United States. 
I I I 

Row Spanish [santa. Fe.) 'J' English ( s.ie.nte ,Fe J and Ls >e.r\ te ,Fi J is a 

process that certainly involves Fort Leavenworth. Franklin, Westport, 

Independence, and other places in the vicinity of the present Kansas 

Oity - for these are the various starting points of the Santa Fe Trail, 
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points whose routes converged within a few miles c)Ild headed due west to 

the great bend in the Arkansas River. The Trail divided at the :present 

Fort Dodge. From here one route involved the famous Cimarron crossing 

of the riv~r bearing that name, and reached, at length, to a district 

northeast of Las Vegas on what the maps yet list as the Rio Gallinas, 

where it was joined by other divisions of thP Trail. The other route 

went west from Dodge City to Eent•s Fort. Here the Trail turn~d south 

and west in a nearly direct line to the settlements in New Me~ico. Be

tween the time of Zebulon M. Pike 1 s initial expedition in 1806 a.nd the 

year 1820 not less than a score of American expeditions had set out on 

the Trail. By 1831 travel on the Trail was regular and frequent. Ex

change of words and phrases in English and Spanish assuredly took place, 

and names such as Albuquerque, Bernalillo, Le.s Vegas, Taos, &nd, obvious

ly, the name of the capital itself began to be accommodated to the Eng

lish pronunciation. Thus the English pronuncie.tion of' Spt,nish place 

names came to be heard along all the distance from Missouri to Santa 

Fe and thence to California and Chihuahua. There is no way of knowing 

the exact values given to these names as they were pronounced by these 

tre.d.esmen and adventurers of more than a hundred yes.rs ago, nor does 

this study concern itself with such a problem. We can but assume· the.t 

there were individual variations then as now. 

From Santa Fe to El Paso to Carrizal to Gallegos, and th~nce 

to Chihuahua the trail of this name, while never so travelled as the 

ma.in overland route, is important in that conditions on it paralleled 

and formed a part of the Santa Fe condition$ and the contacts between 

speakers of English a.nd speakers of Spanish. The Gila Truil which went 
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south from Santa Pe to a point just above El Paso turned west here 

toward the head waters of the Gila River where it followed the river's 

course to its junction with the Colorado River. From here the trail 

went due west to San Diego. thence to Los Angeles, The so-called "Span

ish Trail." went northwest from Santa Fe into the Uncompahgre Mountains, 

on through the Wasatch Range into Utah, and from there it went south

west into California. 

The broadc~stihg of the Spanish place name during the Mexican 

War bears mention in its relation to this study. The "Texas qu.estion 11 

made headline news at least onee a week, and Americans were reading and 

pronouncing (eye-learned pronunciations, since they ha.d no radio news 

commentators to guide them) such names as Palo Alto, Matamoros, Monter

rey, Buena Vista, Rio Grande, Cerrogordo, and many, many others. The 

Mexican War is doubtless responsible for the appearanoe of some of the 

Spanish-derived place names in eastern territory, but without thorough 

investigation it is impossible to give explanations for these names not 

only in the East. but for many. if not most of the names in the South

west itself, but this phase of place name study, interesting though it 

is, does not concern us here. 



PHONETIC SYMBOLS 

The symbols used in this study indicate approximate pronuncia ... 

tion in some instances, rather than minute gradations of sound. 

[al as in §:Sk 

(New England) 

(Q.1 as in ff.!.ther 

[f£1 es in f&t 

ti]as in street 

(.I}a.o in ill 

lll]as in i2.Q.l 

(Lil as in f'U.ll 

(l\l ns in dull 

(3Jas in st, of above 

[<11]az in ~ 

(.a.o}'.lc in ~ 

[:>llas in boy 

[tu.Jas in feud 

t )U1a.s in union 

[ouJas in ~ 
(diphthongal) 

8 

[bl as in~ 

fol tu; in 1,Q!?.2. 

[dJa£i in £.Q. 

(if]as in abogado 

[FJa.s in fate 

[~Jaa in~ 

(h)at1 in h.Q1.!! 

(10 as in king 

(lJas in 12.2J£, 

Ll\}as in not 

[)Jl as in .UM 

[. hl ae in canon 
" 

r.pJ as in pale 

lYJ as in~ 

l tJ as in tl£Q. 

[SJa.a in ill 

r.51as in _filfili 
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[.t:1 as in iQE. c31 a.s in leisura 

(01 as in~ cd;J as in~ 

talas in~ [-c)3 a.s in chide 

[VJ as in verz (Cl e.i;; in mucho 

(W)8.S :in wo~k (~las in~ 

l)Jas in yet 
A 

C"j J as in fl. hielo 

(.z.l as in_zine 

• 



CHAPTER I 

VOWELS 

In Positions .Qi. Stress 

CaJ 

Spanish la has two values. Although medial~• phonetic symbol 

(a), ir, the ~eneral sound of Spanish~ in most csses, velar ~may oc

cur before .2. or ~. or when in contact with a following cs1 or ( XJ, or 

when beforerll in a closed syllable. Navarro and Espinosa 1 use the 

same phonetic symbol for both medial and velar~• In A_Prirn~r Q.f_ Sne.n

ish Pronuncta.t;b,QJ! 2 the sound of medial g_ is described as being between 

the.§:. of "li!n5'Hsh ~ and the~ of father. :Before palatal consonants it 

approP.ches more the ~ of ask. Velar ~ approa.ehes the English .§:. of 

father. Th.E>re is, therefore, no exact equivalent of Spanish!. in the 

'i~ngl:ish len.g,1c,ge. The prevailing 1'ng11sh conc"3:ption of. Spanish .e. is 

th...-,.t it ie e.lwo.ys c.a.1 : that there arP. two values for ta iu Spanish :l.s 

a b:_t of inf'ol'lnation which is 11ca.viare to the genera.1. 11 L1 those place 

na.m.ec -.,hos~ pronunciation is imitative of the Spanish, E~l.i:;ih 

1Toma'.s Navarro y Tom£s "nd Aurelio U. Espinosa, I.! ~rimer ~ 
Sne.nish Pronunciation (£enj. H. Sanborn and Oo., New York. 1927), 
pp. 22-23. 

10 
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customarily substitutes [~J <(aJ. In this study there will be no dis

tinction made between medial and velar(a]. 

An e~amination of the Spanish place names in the United States 

listed by .Bentley 1 (based on Leonard's Gµide. ninth edition) reveals 

that of the 320 names given for California 268 employ the letter~- In 

144 of these!. occurs in a position of stress. 2 Pbese figures are cited 

as an indication of the frequent occurrence of the letter. This present 

ifivestigution is not so much concerned with the listing of examples of 

the pronunciation of J2:. in e stressed pos1tion3 as it is with formulating 

those general principles which govern its pronunciation in English. 

When a word goes over from the phonetic system of one language into 

that of another, it is inevitable that there will be divergence from 

the original pronunciation. Striking changes oceur especially in re~ 

gard to vowel1;1; when peroeptible change does not occur, the condi-

tions responsible for the phenomenon will show that the pronunciation 

of the vowel under such conditions does not go contrary to the phonetic 

pattern of the borrowixig language, providing, of course, that the word 

has not resisted the naturalizing process. 

1Rarold ~i. :Bentley. A Dictiona.rY Qi SJ!anish Terms a Jilnglish 
(Colwnbia University Press. New York, 19J2), pp. 221-2J6. 

2In the English pronunciation. 

3or with the listing of examples of the pronunciation of any 
given vowel or consonant in any given positio~. My purpose, as I stats 
it, tallies exactly with that of Thomas F7les in his 11The Pronuncia
tion of La.tin Learned Loan Words and Foreign Words in Old English,u 
.PMLA. LVIII (1943), p. 893. 
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(aJ > (a..1 before a consonant cluster beginning with r,. The un

illi. tiate might infer ttpon hearing ra1 in RicardQ (TeXas) that the deni-

zens of the Lone Star ste,te had meticulously preserved what is generally 

held to be one of the niceties of 11tru.e 11 Spanish pronunciation--when it 

is but an ironic coincidence, one which does nothing whatever to halt 

the lament of the passing of yesteryear. nor to assuage the distress 

:felt because of the doom of Spanish cal , a very keen d.istress e:xperieneed 

by members of that school of :pronunciation which would strive to keep 

some sembla.noe of Spanish in the borrowed place names. The (a.l in 

Ri~ardo (Texas) is alt0gether in line with the Euglish phonetic system, 

which decrees this value of!¼. for the letter when it occurs before ,t 

ending a. syllable (as in Harvard) :followed by a consonant, or before 

final I. (as in~- Therefore, it surprises none but the novice to 

find the sound of [a.J used in the stressed. sylle.bles of such place names 

I I I I I 

a.s Oerta.. ll :Se;rnardo, ~ Marco.a (Te7..as); 12tl ~. Miramar, and ~ 
/ 

Qarl9s (California). 

[a.J -;, Loe 1 • (el , c.e1 , and La.l before intervocalic r.. and n:,. In 

the pronunciation of some, $:pan:l.sh tal meets with its most ordinary 

fate-a lowering to [aeJ , which will be discussed s~bsequently--before 

intervocalic ,£. and n:_. Instances of Lal a.s [~1 in this position 

are found in Qaro and NavarrQ (Texas)s and in Cuchara Camps (Colorado). 

It must not be presumed that (. 3e l is invariable "before r, in this posi

tion, 1 in the place names listed above, and in like names, for, as 

1Both l~l and [£J are customary pronunciations for A, before 
i.ntervoca.lic [rJ in English. Words such as garn;, marry, !(hari ty, and 
hilarity offe~ examples of this type of wavering in English. 
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Kennedy remarks, the influence of r. has long been one of change and 

variation in the pronunciation of F.nglish vowels, 1 and~. for example, 
I 

is also heard e.s [ Kf. 'toJ . Another value for ~ before intervoealie r. is 

that of (e] Stressed . I / 
.ia, is so pronounced. 1n C&ndelari& and Lasarp. 

(Texas). It may be pointed out that Southern speech habits generally 

prefer (el / I I in names such as Samaria, Sarah, and.~. but [€] in this 

position is heard in the speech of ma~ persons from Orange, Texas, on 

the Louisiana line, to El Paso, Texas, near the Ue11,r Mexico line. In 

~ Elizario 2 (Texas) (d] :;> (Cll . 

(aJ predominantly 7 (~] . Examination of the lists of Spanish-

derived place na.mes appearing in Leonard'$ Guide ninth edition. 3 shows 

4 J!. and l to be the most re·ourrent consonants following stressed A· 
, 

Initially, medially. and finally [aj ~~J before l and a,. Example~: Alamo, 

llid~lgo, and Encinal (Texas); i4irnas. Esta'n.cia, and Cp)itan5 (New Mexico). 

13efore (dJ , [SJ , (,51 , (ZJ, and [KJ , (al 7(a!J in th8 following Texas place 

/ / I ., / 
names: EstaefttdO, ru,_ ~. Palacio§, the :Brazos River, and Port J.,a.yaca. 

The foregoing examples are not isolated phenomena, nor does this value 

for [ctl in the cited positions occur only in Texas (and New Mexico); 

1 Arthur o. Kenned¥, Current Speech (Ginn and Co., New York, 
1935), p. 192. 

2 A small town near El Paso and, therefore, in the class and the 
district wherein imitative pronunciations have a better chance of survival. 

3Harold W. :Bentley, A Di.s;tionar;v; ,Q,,f_ Snanish Terms in English 
{Columbia University Press, New York, 1932), pp. 221-236. 

4 '?his pertains to the six states herein considered. 

'Initial stress is stronger in the English pronunciation. 
Spanish: [ Kap i •ta ~J • 
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it occurs similarly throughout the Southwest and in California. That 

~ a.s [ ~ J should be so commonly employed in the borrowed Spanish place 

name obviously needs no comment, since c~J is of very frequent occur

rence in English and is used regularly in English speech under the con

ditions cited in the above ple..ce names. 

Lal -, (a.J , re1 , Ca?l in the •~, -mendings and elsewhere. 

In the English pronunciation there is considerable wavering to be noted 

in the value of A in e. set of endings that may be termed the ~. ...a 
endings. The name of the state of Colorado has three variant pronuncia

tions of stressed A• Within the state itself cc:1.1-, [a.l, (aeJ • and (el • 

Opinions vary as to whether [a.J or- Lael. is preferred by Colorada.ns. 1 

130th pronunciations have wide currency. While it is, at the present, 

impossible to come to any conclusion, the evidence points to the prev

alence of [~J in the pronunciation of those living in the southern :pa.rt 

of the state and to the prevalence of Lael in the pronunciation of those 

living in the more northern part of the state. Certainly in northeast

ern Colorado r .eJ is heard mueh more frequently than La.J • 2 The same 

variation occurs in the pronunciation of Oolore~o Spping~ (Colorado) and 

in the name of the University of Colorado. However, it is my impression 

that La J 1 s preferred to L ae J in the pronu.n.ciation of the name of the 

university. The sound o:f [eJ for ,i. in. CqlotadQ is littlt" used within 

the state. 

1see George L. Trager, 11Some Spanish Place Names of Colorado 11, 

American Speegh, October, 1935, pp. 203-207. Trager thinks !43 is the 
most common pronunciation, but for reasons that will be revealed later, 
Trager 1 s pronouncement appears td oe somewhat tinged with ~ersona.l 
preference. 

2In Nebraska e.nd Wyoming. to the east and north, (oeJ is 
predominant. 



Instances of its use occur in the speech of railroad. men and older 

people. In the East and in the South the preference is definitely in 

favor of [aJ for 2. in reference to the name of this state. However, 

in coiorr..,rui Q.llz. (Texas), A is said as (el •1 It is of interest to 

note that when pronounced, local wavering occurs in the pronunciation 

of names using the •!512., -e.da endings it is between [aJ and LeJ in 

Texas, but, generally, elsewhere, in the territory under consideration, 

the wavering is chiefly between (a.J and (ael • 
2 / . / 

In Alyarad.o, Randado, 

and. Sal~do (Texaa)LctJ >(a.J and (eJ. Apparently stable English values 

have developed in some names employing -ado and -a,da: 
I in ll, Dorado 

(California)[aJ 7[a]; 1n Eldoriqp (Oklahoma and Texas)[aJ 7[e); in 
I I 

RoQ~4':da (New Mexico)raJ :;,[~J, and in Granada (Colorado)[aJ , (eJ. 

Although £,. be:fol:'e intervoc~lic LtJ and ft in the ...ado, -~ 

endings seem to be most susceptible to variation, such var-ia.tion oc

ours elsewhere. In a street na.me, Solan2. in Berkeley, California, 

l~J "7 both [a.J and_ Lael • In the Mo,iave Desert [aJ :;, (a..J and L~l • 

While [a.J in the Rip Grande Riy~r is very, very commonly L~J ,.3 in 

the pronunciation of some Gpeakers in the vicinities of Albuquerque 

11n Nevada Q.tiz (Texas) a is also pronounced Lel • but Nevafu+ 
City (Ce..lifornia) is [na'vaad aJ .- Although Nevada is outside the scope 
of this present study, it may be noted that three variant :pronuncia
tions of stressed a occur also in Nevad.a. [ na'vae d a J occurs more fre
quently within the-state itself (Californians also prefer this pro
nunciation); [na'vedaJ is used by the old .. timers, and (l'\a'v(;\.daJ is 
heard in the East and South. 

2rn Granada ( Ca],ifornia) [a] :;, [o.J and [eJ , but in fil. Granaga 
(California) 1aJ >[an and (eJ. 

31n Texas, Oklahoma, Colorado, and New Mexioo. 
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and Santa Fe [d.] ~fa.). ln Llano 1 ( California) (a] 7 [ae.J and [.a). !n 

Llaga$ Creek (California) [aJ 7 (aJ and(e. l. 

It seems to me that the only conclusions to be drawn from these 

variant pronunciations is that the pronunciation is still wavering be

tween a feeling for the Sponish phonetic value of~ and the English 

preference for (<Jel or (6J in positions of otress when the letter.!!. 

occurs under the above given circwnstances. 

(c\J subjected to stress shift. In cimal 2 (Texas), El c£Pitan 
I I 

(lfaw Me}~ico). ~rinidg.d (California and Colorado), and Alcatraz ( Cali-

fornia) [al in the final syllable, which receives the stress in the 

Spanish pronu.-icia.tion, becomes [ae.J • Although ~nglish, in accord with 

the Germanic tendency, h~s shifted the main stress from the last to 

the first syllable, 13ome stress remains on the syllable originally 

stressed in Spanish or(dl would undergo complete reduction to (31 as 

it does in Avila3 (California), Bog~ta!~ (Texas), N{colaus5_ (California), 

I 6 I 7 / Portal (Colorado), Se.nto Thomas (Texas), Sebastian (Texas) and §an 

Seoistia.n. 8 (California), and sblar9 (Colorado). 

1~1a.n...9. (Texas) is[
1
fzieno] . 

21n this and the following names the stress mark indicates the 
syllable receiving th?. stronger stress in English. 

3spanish: 1vila. 

4spanish! 

5spanish: 

✓ 
:Bogota.. 

I 
Nico]~. 

6spunish accents the f:i.nal syllable. 

7spz.nif:ih: 
I 

Tomas. 

8Spe.nish: Sebasti£n. 

9spenish accents the final syllable. 
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That [al in Spanish a'rbolei is heard as (a..l in Arb~les {Colorado) 

is attributable to the happy circumstB.D.ce of its occurrence under con-

ditions that prescribe (a.l for !!:. in English. 
/ 

In Panama (Oklahoma), 

l final stressed [al '7 [~) • furnishing an example of a. lowering of (a.] > 

t:>J that is especially characteristic of General American English. 2 

In Anah:u.ao (Texas). Spanish [a I ria waK] ;,, (
1
~ 11 a twa:!-K]' r'aen 1. ,w£"'- 1' 

I 

and [ ~ r) j a ,w~ K. ] • 

1spa.nish: 
I 

Pana.me.. 

2obviously the last syllable of this name, Panama, receives 
secondary stress in English. 

'F OKLA~OMA 
t,t~IVERSl'TY 0 

1 ... lBRARY.. 



Closed and Open~ 

There are two values for the letter~ in Spanish. Closed~ as 

(el is found in open s;rllables, and in closed syllables before m., n, .2., 

or !. ( .§.). It has no diphtho!l€al glide as the (e.11 in English they but 

otherwise is similar to it. 1 Open Spanish e [£1, similax to English -
~ in fil, is used in closed syllables, except those closed by m., n., !,, 

or!, (!,),when in oontact with a multiple, t~illed !. anywhere. when 

before the .i. sound (;(.J , and in th~ diphthongs ei and ~• 

In the following sections we shall observe the treatment streesed 

Spanish §. is given in the English pronuncic.tion of certain \tames :in the 

states under consideration. 

(el retained ( variant (41 J • Instances in which ~ occurs under 

primary stress are confined to approximately one-sixth of the given 

place names in Texas, 2 while stressed!. occurs in approximately one

third. In California) the comparison is even more pronounced: stressed 

§. is found in less than fifteen percent of California 1 s Spanish place 

ha.Ines, while 11 occurs in nearly half the total number. In the 

l , , 
Towas Navarro y Tomas and Aurelio M. Espinosa, A. Prime! Qf_ 

Spanish Pronunciatio;n (:aenj. R. Sanborn and Co., New York, 1927, pp. 
19 .. 21. 

2cf. Harold w. Bentley, A PictiooorY 9%. Spnn1ah Terma la. En&.
lish (Columbia. University Press, New York. 19)2), P'P• 222-225; 234-236. 

'.3lbid. 

18 
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remaining states, Arizona, Colorado, New Mexico, and Oklahoma, .9;. like

wise predominates in a position of stress. 

Although undiphtho!l€ized Lel may be heard in the English pro

nunciation of the following (as well as other) Spanish-derived place 

names. the tendency is predominantly toward diphthongizing tel, with 

resultant re1J • In the transcriptions of English approximations of 

Spanish closed~ used herein such diphthongization is to be inferred 

from (el unless, of course, the loss of the diphthongal quality be so 

specified. 

In Mesa, Pecos, San ~' and ~ (Texas), !. is customarily [eJ • 

Throughout the Southwest and California the pronunciation is t\nesaJ 

for~• whether the word be a proper name1 or a common noun, and its 

use as a common noun is quite frequent. ~entley 2 cites its literary 

use by Josiah Gregg (1844) in Commerce 9.i. the Prairies, p. 74. Bentley 

also gives a phonetic transcription of the English pronunciation as 

une:saJ ~nd [ YY\ES\l] • The first pronunciation is Spanish, and lmesa] 

is the usual English imitation of it;[rnE5oJ • .Bentley 1 s second pronun

ciation, seems to me to be an imitation of a somewhat more open§. fre

quently heard in pop'Ular Mexican speech in the Southwest. Trager3 com

ments upon the unquestioned prevalence of l mes a J --despite local Mexican 

{.me saJ -•in the pronunciation of mesa whether it is used in regard 

l It occurs as the name of' a community in eight states. 

2 
Sm_. ill•• P• 165. 

3Geol"ge L. Trager, "Some Spanish Place Names of Colorado" 
(American Speech, Oetober, 1935), PP• 203-207. 
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to the place name1 or tha oommon noun. He ascribes the prevailing 

to the influence of the learned or ·nschoo111 pronunciation. :But it is 

an explanation in want of extending. No 11schoo1 11 or learned :pronuncia• 

tion, regardless of how urgently it may be advocated, succeeds if it 

appeals to the native ear as being ":toreign 11• ~ Angeles. for example, 

with all its variant :pronunciations has not among them the one recom

mended daily for years by the Los Angeles Times. spelled Loce Abne-bm.

w_. 2 
Initial Laryl is un-English; but (""el is not. 3 Then, of course, 

the popular idea of the pronunciation of Spanish ja, among the people in 

t~e Southwest and in California is that it is simply and always (e). 

In no Spanish place name among the hundreds investigated in this study 

is found an instance of Spanish open~ ££J used in unquestionable def

erence to the Spanish phonetic system. Later in this section such use 

of [El a.a we shall find made will be showed to be in accord with the 

inglish and opposed to the Spanish pronunciation of the letter under 

the given circumstance, or its retention can be demonstrated to be due 

to analogy with the English phonetic practice. 

Spanish (el surviv~s in the pronunciation of Peco§, in the river 

and valley of this name in New Mexico and Texas. In New Mexico, with its 
4 

sparsely settled tracts of land and its small communities, many of them 

l 
M§.& and~ Verde both occur in Colorado. 

2 ' Compare Spa..ni sh [ l. o s. e\. ") x £ 1 es ] . 

3It should be borne in mind that speakers of English character
istically associate length with a vowel in an open syllable (as !t• in ~. 

4some of New Mexico's Spanish place names are no more than si
dings on the railroad. Train crews are Mexican. One hears the pronun
ciation of such place names from railroad men who have imitated the 
Mexican pronunciation. 
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largely Spanish in population, the English approximation of stressed 

[eJ is retained in a fairly large percentage of place names employing 

the letter in this position. I / / I 

In Galisteo. Gallegos, Jem~a, J&!:, ~ 

I / I 1l 
Laa Ve.gas. Pa.lyadera, ~ Mateo. and Santa~ (Mew Mexico), one hears 

~ as [eJ • This valtte is also ascribed toe in California's San Jose, - --
Vallejo, and San Andreas, in Colorado's Conejos, and in Arizona's Dos 

Ca.'beza.s. Two names in this list merit more than mere Hating: Cone.jos 

(Colorado) and Vallejo (California). Here, since the!!.. before J. [~J 

should be pronounced [fJ ,
2 the tendency of El'lglish may be seen at work 

again, behind the mask of an apparently 11foreign 11 sound) The J. i:.,cl 

is, of course, not pronounced; nor is (hl--the nearest English equivalent 

of ,~1 --ordinarily pronounced because of the difficulty it presents for 

English speakers in an intervocalic post-tonic position. Thus [eJ comes 

directly before Lol in Vallejo and LasJ in Conejos, producing examples 

of hiatus
4 

of the type speakers of English find not too trottblesome. 

The prevailing English conception of Spanish~ as (e] is again dem

onstrated in a variant pronunciation of San Mtgµel (New Mexico): [saen 

1nespite the fact thatL
1

s.ienta ,Fi] is unfashionable it persists 
in southwestern folk speech, especially among older people, and, in ref
erence to the railroad of that name, older Santa Fe employees ordinarily 
say 

2 I I, 
Compa:re Spanish t1<.0

1"£t:>sJ 1 En.glishC.1<..a i,e~ 5 l i SpanishLva }E.7(.t•l 
English (va 1..leoJ. !n (vc1.'jc~oJ 1 ,:.jJ is used for ll (Castilian{lj) 
because it is the sound customarily used by native speakers of Spanish 
throughout the western hemisphere. 

3when EnPlish stresses the first of two vowels in hiatus such 
0 

stress commonly-results in lengtheni~. 

4g;a.listeo a.nd ~ Mateo (New Mexico) and San Ap.dree.s (California) 
present further examples of [eJ in hiatus. 
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W1a'set.lJ • This name is also pronounced(sien ma 1
8£.lJ and very 

I 

freqw~ntly [saen ma51.l.J in southern New Mexico. .§.@_ Migu.Pl ( California) 

is[saen ma
1
sr1].l 

I I 

[e] before intervocalic simple .t, > (£]. In Sp:oin~ro and Trinchera, 

I I I I 
(Colorado); Mesca.lero and Mosauero (New Mexico); CalPv~ras and MadPra 

(California); Din~ro and b.tl. F:ria (Texas), and Madtra. Canyon (Arizona) 
I 

C,eJ>(£l in accordance with ~nglish phonology. Trager 2 findsli:rt.n-4:5e:yaJ 

for Trinchare. (Colorado) e 11good imitc.tion of S-oanish pronuncia.tion°, 

but, in£.smuch es he states later in his article on Colorado olc-ce names 

that 11the Sp£.nish lan 61JSge is still very much alive in southern Colo

rado 11 and th~t 1111nguistically and culturally this region and northern 

Mew Mexico are on'3 and the same", it becomes obvious that he belongs 

to tlu..t group which, in endeavoring to ?Ut the best light possible on 

English \,rays with S1nmish words, lapses frequently into "wishful think

ing". To the impartial investigator it is a. bit difficult to concede 

,J I . I ] 
ttYI ~t ~~Ya J to be a 11good 11 imitation of Span1sh[-t v:i..n t) e. Ya • 

Short Spanish [i] is lowered to (I.l in the first syllable; stressed 

{e] becomes [.el, and final [a] becomes [al . The consonants nre al to

eether English, and there io marked, initial stress. 

[e] before consonant combinations beginning with !. '?' (I\]. In 

Canro Verde ( TeYas) and Mesa Verde (Colorado), .f., Sneni sh (E] , before a 

consonant cluster bcginninB with!. is reduced to (A1. The same 

½his pronunciation is, perhaps, an eYe~plP of folk etymology. 

McGill is a fairly popul ... r name in the Southwest. 

2George L. Trager, 11Some Spanish Place NamE>s of Colorado" (Ameri

<llill Sneech, October, 1935), pp. 203-207. 
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treatment is given~ in Palos Verdes (California). Yerba in Yerba 

:Buena (California) is(jl\r baJ. 

Complete vowel shift: [eJ ?(iJ. Examination of southwestern 

Spanish place names appearing in Leonard's Guide, ninth edition, 1 

reveals that certain place names employine stressed~ hn.ve become al

together anglicized. California has eight such place ncJ!les, among 
I I I I I 

them Goleta and ~ Pedro; Colorado has four: Arena, Galatea, L_!i Veta,. 

I I 
~~Pass; Oklahoma. has one: El Reno; Texas has six, among them 

I I 
Toledo and Santa Elena. 

A comparison of the Spanish and E?l{:;lish phonetic transcriptions 

of the place names cited follows. 

Goleta (Snanish, go1
1 eta i r.:nglish, s~li ta.) Under stress tel 

> Li1 ; L.a..1 unstressed becomes tal . 

San Pedro (Spanish, ~arn1
1>ectro; '.Ene;lish, S~h 

1
Pi.dro.) In Sf-',.n 

UU ~laeJ i tml ,-[\'\l; in Pedro (el >Cil e.nd(c:3"12 >ldl. 

( 
I I • ) Arena ST.>a.nish,avena; ?.nglish, aY1.Y'la. Initial and final(al 

in unstressed position is reduced to [al ; stressed tel .>(i1 . 

I I I , ) 
Gala.tea (Suanish, sa la.tea; English, <oat( a t1a. ThBrR is 

lowering of(d) to l(le) ; complete reduction of(d.l ?(a Jin the second 

and. final unstressed syllables; te) ~{.J..) under stress; equal stress on 

the initial and penultimate syllables. 

1or. Ha.role. tv . .Bentley, A. Dictionary Qf. Suanish Terms in, 
English (Columbia University Press, New York, 1932), pp. 222-225; 
234-236. 

2The voiced dental, inter-dental fricative in Sp~..nish. 
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La Veta (,sneiP,ish, la.'veta: English, lcl 1v.i.t;.) .)
1 The unstressed 

[aJ in La. and in the final syllable of ~ becomes cal ; stressed £.el "> 

Lil• 

El Reno (Spanish, £1
1
veno English, £1 1 yino .) In the stressed 

syllable (e] >[il. 

Toledo (Spanish, to 'le cto ; English, ta
1
lida.) In the first sy-1-

lable(oJ >C.8J ; stressed(eJ ?fil ; final c:01 is reduced to raJ • 

( 
t I 

Santa. Elena Spanish, sa.t1t.a. elena; li.Jnglish, s£nta a.Lina.) 

Stressed (ell in Santa, ,-[.;e.J ; unstressed final [.a1 in Santa and un

stressed [eJ in Elena suffer reduction to raJ ; stressed [eJ ;d.i) ; final 

unstressed(~) ,-[SJ. 

(El~~ before consonants Q., !., §., 1., and z.. In Teyolote (New 

Mexico) Spanish [eJ in the first syllable becomes "English £.EI • In Span

ish, this syllable has but secondary stress and, although ordinarily in 

English it has no more than secondary stress, it is sometimes heard with 

primary stress •. Here, again, English makes a closed syllable of an open 

2 Spanish one,, and :prescribes for§. its customary value in such a position. 

ll and Det provide exa.tnples of .!t as (£J under secondary stress. 

El is always ll:lJ whether it is used as a separate word as in lJ_ Campo 

(Texas) or as the first syllable of a name: Eldorado (California, 

Oklahoma, and Te:x:as). ~ is always [ddJ, as in Del fil.Q. (Texas). 

Obviously this retention of Spanish (EJ is no talking point for the 

1~ ~ ~ is pronounced in the same w,q. 

2compare: Spanish te-eo-lo-te; English tec~o-lo-te or tec-ol-
o-te. 
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Hispanophile, who, despite his linguistic myopia, is doubtless able to 

discern the common English usage of [El before (.lJ • 

BeforE> intervocalic (SJ , [el becomes [£1 in Progresso (New Mexico) 

and Progreso (Texas) i [eJ is (E.J before a consonant cluster beginning 

with!. in Modesto (California). 

In Islt.ta (New Mexico) and Ysle'ta (Texas), [e] '7 [£] before L-t.l , 1 

in accordance with the obvious Engl5sh practice. 

I / 

Before C.zJ Spanish [eJ ?(£1; Frezno (California), 1,QA Freznos 

(Texas). .English usage of [el before [ zl is common. It occurs in words 

variously spelled, such as Jezebel, nheasant, Jm.• 

Variable~ before d, n,, A, .2., .t.• In Alameda (California) e 

(Spanish (el) is both (il and [.Q] • 
2 Here .9:. causes the same type of waver

ing that was observed when this letter was intervocalic after J!.• 

:Before lhl , ~ is by some speakers (El ( In a syllable closed by 

]!, ~ in Spanish is [el ) , but ordinarily ~ in this position is (:I] • An 

example is found in El.Centro (California), which is heard very commonly 

as [e.1
1 
sI n-t.voJ. This variant is not listed by Sha!er 3 who would, pre

sumably, lead the gentle reader to believe that Californians are a race 

I 

apart. In his list only[El SE.\'\-i:.vo] occurs. Although he asserts he 

1Phe English system of syllabication here disarranges the Span

ish (as it does frequently) by making the penultimate syllable a closed 

one: §panish: Is-le-ta; ~nglish: Is-let-a. 

2During a three years• residence in Ale.med.a County (California) 

I never heard~ as aeything but (.il in the pronunciation of the county's 

name. 

3cf. Robert Shafer. 11The Pronunciation of Spanish Place Names 

in California 11 (American §peech. December, 1942), PP• 239-246. 

283893 
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quizzed every one from the common laborer to the college professor as a 

check age.inst his listed pronunciations. my own impression is that he 

h&s prettified many if not most of them. 

Certainly in Texas and New Mexico it would be rare indeed to 

hear (£] before Lnl . I I 
The .!l. in Belen and in~ Lorenzo (New Mexico) 

is CI} • In the towns of Argenta and Jia,cien2-o (Texas). stressed~ is 

also Lll . 

~efore 1?11 in two Texas towns, Lopeno and Salineno, ~ is heard as 

both (el and r.iJ. The same variation is heard in Lamesa (Texas) before 

intervocalic LSl , the ril variant being the one discoverable example of 

"abu:se 11 in relation to the southwestern pronunciation of ~ as [me~a] . 1 

Intervocalic I. preceded by~ generates three pronunciations of 

:Bandera (Texas), wherein !. is heard as [f.J , [IJ , and [eJ . In Calaveras 

(Texas) e is l£l or reJ i in Madera of the same state one hears [ma'd:.tv.)] 

' 2 and[m~ dew-a) . 

Ei'bera. (New Mexico), however, has no customary variant before r,. 
I 

lt is heard simply as l 'fo.t brva] and as such is an example of a com-

pletely naturalized pronunciation wherein [eJ 7tI.1 • 

[e.l and(£ l subjeated to stress shift. In Cortez (Colorado) 

and Santa ~ (California) ~ is heard as (~l , although primary stress 

has been shifted fro~ the last to the first syllable in the English 

pronunciation. The Spanish value of~ [El 1n this position is retained 

1Ferha.ps the variant Lil is a result of a loss of identity which 
the word m~sa undergoes when it is made into one word with its article. 
La ~ (New Mexico) has no such established variant. 

21n the ~mbarc&dero in San Francisco, California,~ before!. 
is pronounced c.:i:.1 as well as LEl • 
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because it is in accord with ;nglish phonology. The stressed~ of 
I Spanish oceano meets with a less fortunate fate in Oceano (California). 

I In the anglicized [o 5ra! t'I o J stressed Suanish (e] is reduced to 

unstressed English (I] . 



Closed and Open 1. 

Spanish closed.ti]• similar to English ti1 in~ but uniform in 

quality throughout the duration of the sound, that is, with no diphthong

al glide, is used in all open syllables. Spanish open(iJ, described by 

Navarro and Espinosa, 1 is a sound half-w:,w between closed (il and the 

open quality of English llJ in h,w_. It is used in most closed syl

lables, especially before l, !_, and!.• Bnl!;lish-speaking students of 

Spanish have difficulty in approximating the sound and almost invariably 

relapse into the more open (IJ of ~nglish. Therefore, in the pronun

ciation of anything so much in the category of common property as is a 

place name, we can scarcely expect to find this latter nicety observed. 

Other values of stressed 1, diphthongal and semi-consonantal, 

will be considered later. 

(il retained. Approximately one-fifth of the Spanish place 

names in California and Colorado and one-fourth in New Mexico and Texas 

use.!, in a position of stress. These estimates are based on the Span

ish place name lists appearing in Leonard's Guide, ninth edition. 2 In 

1 ' ~ Cf. Tomas Navarro y Tomas and Aurelio M. Espinosa. A, PrimP,r .Q.f. 
Sr:anish Pronunciation (Benj. H. Sanborn and Co., New York. 1927), pp. 
17-18. 

2cf. Harold w. nentley, a_ Dictionary Qf. Spanish Terms in :IDng
lish (Columbia University Press, New York, 1932), pp. 222-226; 230-232; 
234-235. 

28 
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regard to frequency of occur:runce, 1 ranks second to ~. but its Spanish 

sound value has fared somewhat better than that of~: (.i.1 is retained 

in a fairly large percentage of the place names wherein it appearsi es

pecially in those of New Mexico and Texas. The most frequent use ofLi1 

occurs in the lli und it,Q_, ~and~ diminutive suffixes. Texas has 

at least a dozen names employing some form of this very common suffix: 1 

among them a.re :Sonitf:, Palitg Blanco, and Re?,litos: New Mexico has about 

the $rune number; a.mong them, Chaperito and Placitas, Other instances of 

its use are found in Bonita and Sahuarita (Ari·zona.); Mesi ta., Naturit$1,, 

and Rosita (Colorado); Amorita and Clarita (Oklahoma);~ Bonito and 

Sausolito (California). 

The ne~t most frequent use of tiJ occurs in those names ending 

in another set of diminutive suffixes: illo and~ and their plurals. 

Examples: Cabrillo (California), Mesilla Park and Cerillos (New Mexico). 

In some names (il is heard before intervocalic (l"\l. as in Chino 

(Arizona), Santa Catalina (California), Merino (Colorado), Encino (New 

Mexico and Texas). ~efore [nj1 it is heard in Trevino (Texas). It 

occurs before(dJ , [Kl, r.pJ. and LJJ in some :place names: Sta.rnpede2 

(Texas), Anton Chico (New Mexico), Chico (California and Texas), 

lrn addition to those names transcribed literally from the Span
ish there are those in which the spelling has been anglicized and (l] 
in an open syllable is written ~- Exa.r.,ples: Tuleta, Lometa, e.nd 
Mareta. (Texas). Palmetto State Park (Texas), however, is an example of 
angliciza.tion of the diminutive llQ. in both spel

1
ling 

1
and promu1ciation. 

The nblile is from nalmito rPa.11
1\'\i.to). English: (t> ~l tnE.tv). It is 

also used as a common noun. 

2rrom Sp&nish 6sta.mpida. The spelling han been anglicized to 
conform to the English pronunciation which rete.ins the [i] sound in 
the stressed syllable. 
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~ Feline (New Mexico and Texas), Benicia (California). 

In coromenting upon the retention of [iJ under the conditions 

illustrated herein, it is pertinent to remark the frequent occurrence 

1n English of the sound Lil . The language has accumulated a great 

number of words employing it. The sound appears variously spelled in 

both open and closed syllables; in native and in borrowed words. In 

English [il occurs under conditions which parallel the use of the sound 

in the cited Spanish place names. 

[i] 7(1.J. Before [d] , [l] , (mJ , ts J , (\"] , and cvJ , i in a 

closed syllable
1 

becomes [I] • Examples serving to illustrate such angli

cization are: Presfdio 2 (Texas), Camarillo (Californial v{11a Nuev1 (New 
, , 3 

Mexico), Tim-pas (California). :Buena Vista. ( New Mexico and Texas ) , n. Por-
" / • /' 

venit and~ Qµiyira (New Mexieo), and Olivia (Texas). In Segno < signo 

{Texas), the attempts of the transcriber to indicate Spanish {..i.J are of 

1The English method of syllabication is here referred to. While 
the syllable count remains the same in Spanish and English in, for ex
ample, Amarillo (Texas), the syllable division does not remain the same: 
Spanish, a-ma-ri-llo; 'English, &m-a-rill-o. 

2
Presid1o is entirely :familiar to southwesterners and westerners; 

it is heard in every day speech from El Paso, Texas to San Francisco, 
California. Presidios (military forts) were established by the Span
iards throughout the Southwest and California. It is significant to 
note the status of eresidio in Webster's Collep::iate Dictionary. fifth 
edition, (based on Webster's New International piotionarY, second edi
tion) wherein it no longer appears nm.rked as a foreign word, and ~:here-
in the anglicized pronunciation appears first. As late as the third 
edition of Webster's Collegiate Dictionaq (based on Webster's fulli. !A
terna.t ional Dictionary), presidio appea1·s marked as a foreign word, 
with the Spanish pronunciation given first place. Toward the early 
part of the century it appeared in Webster's Revised Unabridged Dic
tionary as a foreign word, with the Spanish pronunciation the only one 
therein listed. 

3In this state the place name is spelled as one word. 
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no avail i the pronunciation is L1sr 8 no l • 

li.J .., (~1) • In a few Spanish plaoe names dl in an open syllable 

is heard consistently as [~IJ • This type of anglicization occurs in 

Y:ina (California); 1Unayiew 1 and Sal!di¼ (Colorado); Lima and Sa.line. 

(Oklahoma) • 

c.i1 varies with [l:l.l.J and L:rl • In Poin~ Pino(? (California.) dl 

is heard as a variant of the (QIJ pronunciation for 1., but in Asilomar 

(California) [il varies with [II • 

(il subjected to stress shift. In the following place names 

English. in accord with the common Germanic tendency, has shifted the 

stress to the first ayllable. In Spanish, each of the names be&rs a 

written accent over 1., demonstrating that the word is ac.cented con

trary to the ordinary rule for aecent in Spanish. 

I 
In ,;Boliva.,t (Texas) stressed [iJ in Spanish is reduced to loJ 

In C~pulin (Colors.do and New Mexico) initial stress reduces (iJ 

to (.I] • 
I 

GarciA (California and Colorado) has variant pronunciations. 

The one that concerns us here is the anglicized L's~"} a J t wherein 1. 

does not undergo reduction, but by assimilation with~ in the English 

pronu.nciat ion serves to produce [J 1 . 
1 d Q ' ti ( C lif i ) [1' J in thA final• In ~ t,;art in, an ~ _uen dn, a orn a. , -

stressed Spanish syllable beeomes la] .in the fin.al, unstressed English 

syllable. 

1The tilde is nothing more than an orthographic flourish. Nina, 
which composes the first element of this hy~rid place name, is pro-
nounced [na.r l"\8] • 

• 
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Lil undergoes apocope. Seneca Creek ( Oklahoma) is an apocopated, 

thoroughly anglicized form of the diminutive oieneguilla.. Gould1 says 

the name of this creek is from Cinneguilla rui_ Burro. It is of interest 

to note here the anglicized orthography of cieneguill~ which is indic-

ative of its pronunciationt the gemination of n, indicates shortness 

in the preceding 1. which has been substituted for Spanish~- Semi-

consone.ntal i tjl has suffered 2 lose. In Seneca Creek. of course, the 

anglicization has been extended to include loss of the diminutive illa 

ending and the u.nvoieing of I!.. LSl to [t<.J 
) , spelled£..• Seneca said as 

I I 

(s:t n a Ka J and [51 n a Ki:J shows its kinship with Cienega (California. 
t • 

end New Mexico) when this name is pronounced as[s1:naca1J and_(~H\ISlJ • 

1c. X. Gould, Ol;lahoma flr-1..ce Naroes (University of Oklahoma. Press. 
Norman. 1933). P• 25. 

2The !. following .c. in cienegµill! is semi-consonantal. In the 
Spanish pronunciation~ is the vowel in the first ayllable of this 
word. ln English,~ before a nasal vecy, very commonly becomes (Il. 

3rolk etymology, apparently responsible for the imitative 
01·thogre.phy of Seneca. 1s, in thi-~ firf,t place~ very likel~r l'eapons-
1ble for the pronunciation which 1 in Okla.home .• shows no Spanish rem
n&nt whatever. 



Closed and Open ..Q. 

Spanish .2. has two values. 1 Closed .Q. is similar to English .Q. 

in~, but it is uniform throughout and does not end in a diphthongal 

glide. The muscular tension is quite pronounced. Spanish .Q. is pro

nounced closed in open eyllables. Exceptions are noted below. Open 9. 

is similar to .Q. in ~nglish gone, although it is not so open a sound. 

Spanish 2. is pronounced l~l in the following cases: 

l. In closed syllables. 

2. When in contact with a trilled .t anywhere. 

3. \men before the J. L:t,l sound. 

L~. In the diphthongs Qi and Ell.· 

Approximately one-fifth of the total number2 of Spanish place 

names included in this study employ .Q. in a position of stress. 3 That 

the sounds [oJ and (~l have undergone considerable variation in the Eng

lish pronunciation of the Spanish place name will be demonstrated in the 

following sections. 

1cr. Tom;s Navru.·ro y Tom;s and Aurelio M. Espinosa, A Primer 2i. 
Spanish ?ronunciation (Benj. H. Sanborn and Co., New York, 1927), pp. 
23-25. 

2 
Cf. Harold W. Bentley, A p1ctionary tl Spanish Tennr. in. ~nglish 

(Colwnbia University Press, New York, 1932), pp. 222-226; 230-236. 

3California's percentage is nearer one-fourth. 

33 
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[.o] retained. The English approximation of Spanish closed col 1 

oocurs chiefly before the letters!.•!?., st• 1,. ll, !!l.• A•!:.•§., i,, and~ 

in those names whose syllabication is either in line with the English 

method of syllabication, or it occurs in a syllable closed in the Eng

lish :pronunciation wherein (ol ( in both instances) is in accord with the 

English practice. Examples o~ .Q. thus used a;re found in the following 

I I I 
place names: :Sal boa and Point Lobos ( Calif brnia), 1.Q.Q.Q. ( Oklahoma. and 

Texas), Frijtle 2 (Texas), OebJ11a (Colorado),~ J6lla? (California), 

Palcima (California}, Las Paltma;s (New Mexico). La Pal~ma ('.Pexas), ~ 
I I I 4 

Antonio (California, New Mexico, and Texas), Dolores and Sonora (Colo-

rado), and Ruid~so (New Mexico), Ruidcisa (Texas). Herm6se. (California and 

New Mexico), CM~te and K~lte (Texas), Ooy6te (Califnrnia and New Mexico), 

I / 5 / 
Mogota (Colorado), La..1oya. (New Mexico), and La Joya {Texas). 

roJ ..>(aJand LU.] • In certain place names wherein F!nglish has al

tered the Spanish syllabication, original (oJ in an open Spanish 

¾11th some ~pea.kers: (ov l . There is mueh less muscular ten
sion in English (o) even when the diphthongal value is not notably 
present. 

2Fri.jole [FY i 
I 
h<>lr l is an example of back formation. From 

fri.jgles, its proper singular is fri.1gl. 

3Pronou.nced((a
1
ho;~l, sometimeslla

1 

h,1jaJor, with loss of r.)l, 
I . Oa h:>I-l]. An example of e..n· Engh.sh aural transcription which shows 

the transcriber's knowledge of Spanish 11 as c:jl . Properly La lQm. 
Note l&l ~ {'l'exas) and ~~jola (New Mexico). 

4sonora (California) is also heard as[sa
1

n;>ra]. Stressed 
(OJ -, (~] • 

I t I • 
'variant: [la h,1ja]. Compare[tnantoja)and[mant:>qaJfor 

}1ontorn (:new Mexico). This name is a common one among the Mexiaan 
ranch laborers of southern New Mexico. The English pronunciation here 
is (tn a ri"tll j a]. Open .Q. (~] is heard in the usual Mexican pronuncia
tion of this name. 
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syllable frequently becomes [a.] in the 'English closed syllable: [oJ 7 (l.l) 

as well as [~J in divergent developments of chilicote, which appears as 
I I I 

Chilcoot (tp:l K"-'t.] in Cs.lifornia and ChillicotheC.;tj-1::le Ka.BJ in 

Texas. In one name wherein (o] occurs in an open syllable (Ale..rnosa) 

and in another wherein it occurs in a closed syllable (Ra.ton), it ma3 

become·(lll• Although in the pronunciation of the better educated. 

Alamosa (Colorado) is (~la 1mosa]. 1 in the folk pronunciation of the 

name (o] .,.(u], a development mentioned by Trager 2 and also by Ritchie,3 

Trager finds the (u.J puzzling, 11 sinae 1! ~ he says, 11the Spanish of the re

gion uses a comparatively open variety of .Q. in a stressed sylla.ble 11• 

Jarosa (Colorado), he points ottt, .neve~ has l"'-1 ~[o] as does Alamosa, 

but he overlooks one rather frequent Colorado pronunciation of Raton 

1Alamosa ( New Mexico) is [ael a'mo sa]; no lU.1 variant for to] is 
customary with New Mexicans. 

2cf. George L. Trager, ''Some Snanish Place Names of Colorado 11 

(American Speech, October, 1935), pp. 203-207, 

3cr. Eleanor Ritchie, "Spanish Place Ne.roes in Colorado" (Amari-
.~ Speech, April, 1935), pp. 88-92. Ritchie attests that the ttQQ. sound 
of Spanish!!_, apparently lost in the process of Americanization, crops 
up in erroneous pronuncie.tions of Spnn'ish .2."• (In Alamosa..) Just why 
Spanish y_ should behave in such an erratic manner is a secret Ritchie 
does not reveal--regrettably, since revelation of the processes where-
by such a linguistic sport establishes itself would be ammunition of 
the atomic variety that the Hispanophile dreams of. ~!ould it be imper
tinent to ask if Ritchie has truly appreciated the profundity of her 
own stateme.nt? Establishment of the reincarnation of Spanish u in 
Alamosa would be headline news in Spanish p~riodicos from Monterrey, 
Mexico to Santiago de Chile, with repercussions in Barcelona and Madrid. 
The denizens of Mexico City would turn out fill~S..!t, in their thirteen 
acre plaza, declare a national holiday, celebrate a mammoth fiesta, and 
re-christen the Paseo de la Refor,rna the Paseo ~Ala.rnosa--embalming, 
por s~puesto, the triumphant Spanish!! in the pronunciation!. Those 
who worry about a realistic approach to practical inter-Americanism 
could go fishing, secmre in the realization that the milleniu.m of 
Hispano-American relations had been reached. 
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(New Mexico) as ( veetu.W\]. Although the 2. in Reton, of course, is the 

open, not the closed .Q., this distinction has apparently no beEJring on 

thP 't'nelish tendency to shift Spanish .Q. to [u.] . Co,won S:pe.nish locn 

wordc ettest to the shift in the orthography: barbecue <. barbacoa, 

bnrracoon < barracon. calaboose~ calabo~a. Occasionally in th 0 South-

' Vf'St L !<.CU. l1 t] is hr-c.rd for coyote; this :pronunciation sPeme to ha.ve 

more currency i:, the Northwest--certainly it does in WyomitlE• 1 The 

shift of (o] 01• Pl to (U.] really does no violence to linguistic ways. 

It may be remarked tlwt it parallels what ha:ppened in ~ne;lish when 

Lol:>[l.l].::.s a result of the great vo1:1el shift. Also, ,..,hilP. it is of 

interest to n.ote tlmt in certn.in developnents of S1)nnish itself, un

stressed .Q. ( occaaiona.lly, st reseed 2,.) becomes (I.(.} ,2 I am not inclined 

to believe that the L~l heard in Alamosa and Be.ton, for example, has 

any particular bearing on the question of imitctive English pronuncia

tion. It appears to me that the shift of£ to [~1 is but a variously 

developed Jhenomenon characteristic of both l~nguages, as arP. other 

phonologieal phenomena such as, for example, nasal infix and metathesis . 

.BeforP a_ [a.1 is heard in such JU!J1les as Santa Mtnicn. ( California 

/ ( I • ( ) 
and Texas), Farallones C~lifornia), Geronimo Arizona and Texas , and 

I I 
in~ G~ronimo (California and New Me71co). B~fore l2. in Tro~ico 

11n Nebraska[
1
Koru.t J is also heard. Sometimes,lK.O.l.,u:t:t) • 

21 h~ve had native Sps.nish-sp~aking ?Upils ?ronounce g~llo as 
[Saj1..l) ; toallo as(.tu.'a)aJ ; £.Qn. a.s (t<..u.r.1 , for example. Data pertain

ing to this form of vowel substitution in th~ popular spreeh of V.axico 
mcy be found in Vol. IV of thP Bibliotec~ fut Dialectologia Hisntnoamer

ica (Buenos Aires, 1938), pp. 288-289. 
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(California), roJ ?{a.J. This treatment of .2. in the foregoing place 

names is in obvious accord with the Ell&lish sound value for .Q. under 

analogous circumstances furnished by words in every d~ English vocab

ularies. 

lJl retained in some closed syllables. Before certain consonant 

combinations such as~. rm., l:i,. and §i an approximation of prescribed 

Spanish .Q. is apparently retained in the English pronunciation of the 

Spanish place name. The 11retention 11, however, is ascribable to customary 

English usage of (Jl under identical conditions. This is readily appar-

, 1 , 2 
ent in such place names as Ala.mogordQ (New Mexico}. Matagordo (Texas), 

I I I I 

Qerrogprqp (Oklahoma), Corde§ (Arizona), La BeforJ!la (Texas), Del Norto 

I / 

(Colorado). Corte Madera and Contra Costa (California). 

(Jl >!~Jin other closed syllables. In closed syllables wherein 

appears before the consonant clusters nch, nd, n!,, ~ ,ag_, and before 

final§.., it becomes L~1 in the English pronunciation. Examples of such 

I f 

anglicization occur in ConchQ (Arizona, Oklahoma, and Texas), Hondo 
I 

(California, New Mexico, BJ1d Texas), Monte Yista (California and Colo-

rado), Pa.sam6nte (New Mexico), Porita (Texao). M_Qsca. (Colorado), and 

I 
Bosgueville (Texas), and in every Los uoed as a prefix in the place 

names of New Mexico and Texas. ~ Cerillos (New Mexico_) and Log 

A.ngele& (Texas) serve as examples. Lq.§. 1s pronounced l,la.$J •tbs). 

1rn New Mexico' e Cordova., .Q. is likewise L01 before rd. Stress 

shift to the penultimate ( Spanish: 'K:>Y' d ova) preserves unstressed 

Spanish .Q. aa Lol in the English pronunciation. 
I 

2 fr,\aet. a send a] provides a variation which is ascribable to a 

feature particularly characteristic of American English: the unrounding 

of .2.: (Jl ~ [ct l . 
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and occasionally [lo~] in California's ~ Angeles, Lo§ Gatos, etc. 

(::>1 7(o], [<l1 , LU.) , and [a) before final !l• In Cah;ne 1 (Colo

rado), Caj~n ( Ce.lifornia), Cimarr6n, 2 Pii;i~n. Ratgn, Ram;n, and Rinc~n 

(Ne-,1 Me;r.ico). and iu ~ Ram6n ( California) [OJ 7 [o]. 

In Aragcin (New Mexico), the Ciroarro'n River (Colorado, Oklahoma, 

) 
/ / , 

.t1nd New Mexico • fil_noon (California), beon (Oklahoma), and in~ Leon 

(Texao) [o] .> fa]. 

In Patroon3 (Texas)[oJ ;,ltA.) 1 and in the proni.mciation of Ra.t6n 

(1tew Mexico) by many Coloradans [J] ;;,[uJ. 4 

The stress shift to th€ first syllable in the anglicized pro

nunc1.c..tion of cert.:.in Spanish place names reduces stressed Spanish (:>] 

to tmstr~ssed. ~ngl1sh [~). F~c.mples: C~11on City_(Colorado), Cwon 5 

t 6 , l,v 
(California. an.d Texas), ~ Union (NPW Mf'...Xico), Limon and Pinon (Colorado). 

(~J before final£ and in oontact with trilled!. ~[o). In Amador 

(California) and Matac:lo1· (Texas)(.>) ~(o) before final !'..· This same 

aiiglicization o~curs in ~l f-iorQ (Colorado), n Mor:r;o? (New Mexico), 

1An anglicized spelling of Cajtn. 

2 Variants for ,2. include [u.l and, sometimes, [al . 

3This name may or may not be derived from Spanish pat:t·6n. 

4 In Rat.on Street in !,a Junt~. Coloraa.o, Q. is heard ac (u.l , 
[a..1 . and [o] • 

5Entirely anglicized in ~pelling and in pro~u.nciation. 

6 I 
Also h~ard as[,Ju n Jon) • with diphthong1zed Q.• 

?:Both(_:,) and (a.l , other customar·y Plnglioh values for .Q.. before 
l', are sometimes heard in the pronunciation of this and like no.mes; al
though (ol appears to be more frequent, especially 1n the pronunciation 
of northern New Mexicans. 
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Pasa Robles (California.). S::!.nta Eosa.1 (Nev Mexico), o.nd Socorro (New 

Mexico and Texas). 

[:>J before J. I,;rJ ;;,[o]. In O.jo {Colorado) and O,jc Caliente (New 

Mexico) [oJ .:>(o1 before j_. which is here pronounced in English as l:hl . 

11nitial I. in ,§a.nta Rosa and ~ RQbles is trilled .r. in Spanishj 
tl,erfifore l:JJ shoule. follow. 



., 

Closed and Open n 

Spanish l:, has t,,10 va1ueat 1 a~, UA,l 1t is yronouneed closed. in 

open syllables. Similar to t!nglish a in rule it hns,. however; no trf.4Ce 

of diphthougal ~licle but ia uniform throughout, e.nd the muscule.r t~n~ 

sion ie q~it~ ptonounePd. ?his aound is alno ued for a in closed syl

lables; except tht~t in most closed ayllablao 1t baa a more open qU&.lity 

than closed l!~ Thill ope-n Y: io bet\1e~n Spanish closed l!;. ~d the ~ of 

~t¾;liah nut. lt is verJ difficult for ~nelish speclcing etudantG of 

Spanish to ;:ttonounce Spanish open ~ even approximately correctly, e.nd, 

~s 1n tho case o:f s1nmish open Lil , the approx-ir.'18.t ion of the sound does 

not occur in the ;nglish p~onunciation of an,y Spanish-derived pluee namo. 

~he ooeurrenee of streoeF>d ~ in the place nrunes included in this 

study is infr~quent. 2 It app~ars in som~~hat lass than four pero~nt 

o:f th~ total numbe::r of pJ.n..~e nam~s untl.er consider at ion. 

(u.J retained. .Before Q., s. ( [.sl and (Kl ) , ,di. ii, l• lll.• n.. ;Q,,, ~. 

l• and A• [u..J is heard in the stresaed syllabl~s of the folloY1ng place 

names i N~ia. ( Te,:as) • Cr-cice3 (Oklahoma), w_ Omcfts ( N~w Me:r.:100) , 

liromris Nave.rro y 1.'om~ cud Auro11o M. Es:pinosa., A Prim~t .2.t. ~
.tm Fronuneiati2n (Benj. H. Sanborn a.nd Co., Nev fork, 1927), p~. 25-26. 

2cf. Harold w. :a.,.ntley. Ii U~ct!9n~1•~ at: §r.>ll-ninh 'J:e;tMfl in. ~MJ,J.th 
Columbia Untvors1ty Presr., lfot.1 York, 1932), p:l. 222 ... 226; 2}}-235-

JA,.marently a back formation from eruoe$. ~ 1s the l)l"oper 
Sillg\l.lar. 

40 
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§W. Liic~s (California). Tcichas (New Mexico), Refugio 1 (Texas),~ 

~lee ('l'exas), Dtilce (New Mexico), Montezfuna (California., New Mexico, 

and Texas)~ L~ (New Me~1co and Texas)• Guadal£pe (California. New 

Mexico and Texas), Palodiiro (Tezas), F~to (California). Santa onfz 

(California and Texas), ~ Lilz (California), and La Liiz (New Mexico). 

The sound of [U..], variously spelled, occurs regularly in English under 

conditions analogous to the use of [u,,J in the place names listed above. 

(U.] >[lt!J. In~ (New Mexico) and in ~ Cuba (Californie.) 

\:_u..J ;,,(i_u.J in accordance with the English practice. 

[U..1 >[VJ and [I\] before .ru1.; [/\J before !!iQ., !Ji, and [UJ before .I.• 

/ 
In El Seguado (Oa.lifornia)[U..) >(VJ and [/\1 . In Cumbres and in~ Junta 

I I I I' ( (Colorado)[u.,J >[A]. In Alturas, Dulzura, Point Sur, and Ventura Cali-

fornia)[IA.J > (uJ. 2 

lPronou.nced [v-3
1

Fzv.ro] and [ra'Fu-r-.rsJ • In the first listed 
pronunciation Lu.) ;;,-fJ.J • 

2 £u.) is sometimes heard in Ventura. 



In Unstreosed Positions 

Lal 

In Spl.n1sh all the vow~ls of a word are pronounced sharply, clea.r-

1¥• vigorou.sly.. Despite the fo.ot that atreaa o.ceent 1s etrong al'l.d the ac

cented aillable beBrs most of the stress, all the vowels of a word are 

pronounoed with the same care as the accented vow~ls.1 fhe quantity 0£ 

e.n aecente<l. Spanish vowel is not neoesoaril;y longer the.n that of an u.na.o

cented vowel. 'lhe length of a final une.eoented vowul rns..y eveu su.rpasa 

that of the vowel in the tonic poait!on. 2 Final 1.U1Aecented Yowels are Ui• 

uall;r pronounced tll.~ost ~s clearly and distinctly as in any other poeition.3 

l ~ , 
Cf. Tomas Navorro y Tomas and Aurelio M. Espinosa, A. ,Prime; 91., 

~pe.ni@ rt9Ulm.Ci&li2n (~enj. H. Sanborn and Oo., New York, 1927), PP• 9; 16. 

2n14. 

'upon ocoesion the final vowel ie lax enoueh to lose its timbre. 
ln iiolY4Ri• for eumple. a pro.nunobtion of .2,. (des~ribed by '11. Nnva.rro 
1 'l'omaa a.s 0 relajado 11 in his f4o.n3Jil a&, :pf9nyn,c1,e.9t~n es12ru:.u2lta (Madrid, 
1932, 4th edition], P• 60) may bo beard at times whic.h is rteither L3l 
nor toJ. 1h1s sort of laxness doos not oceu.r regularly in final posi
tion and when it doea it reaemblPa the sound of Fr~nch mute .2.• but with 
less rounding. In Mexican S:pc.nish ! hove heard, for exrolpl~, 1•corren y 
te.pan la.s ple.nta.s 11 said as l Ko've.n l -taP .. n las -Pla.l'ta.sJ. It mu.ot be :re
marked that ce1 r,;;hown in th~ phonetic transcription o:f' te,pe.n is but o:n 
~pp~oximation of the sound which, to my ear, is between the 8ounds aG
(?ribed to Sp~niah $!_ a.nd to Lal • tt eeems hardly n~eessery to comment 
on the lik~lihood of 3ne;lish "imitations" of such a sound, in view or 
the kn.own. eu.stomary fe.te of unstressed vowels in 'English. i'ilion 't'.ng ... 
lish ear$ hee.r L'-ta.Pan J :Snglieh to~os promptly respond witht'ta.~a"' l or 
L'-taePanJ; therefore, it 1s scarcely to be expected th;:,.t gradations of 
~eduction of a Spmtiah vo~el would be noted by the average speeket of 
English. ~hose natural tendeney is to reduce completely the vowel in 
this position. 

42 
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That unstressed L~l undergoes change no less momentous than does 

stressedtaJ in the English pronunciation of the Spanish place name is 

demonstrated by a total of eight English sound substitutions for caJ in 

this position. Variously. taJ '? (~J, [.ae.J • [.eJ , [E.l • l:>l , c.,u1 , c.11 , and 

lal. Additionally, ld.l undergoes aphesis, syncope, and apocope. In the 

following sections we shall observe the conditions under which [al is 

suojected to these specific :phonetic changes. 

taJ retained as L~l before a consonant cluster beginning with!:• 

In accord with the English pra.ctice 1 
[a.l is heard in the first syllable 

I / I I 

of Argenta. Earbaro§a• and Martin~; (Texas), and of M&rgarita in Santa 

f:ta.rg_e.rita (California). Owing to a ~omplete shift in stress c:a.J is also 
I I 2 

heard in full!. Martin (California) and in Marguez (New Mexic-0). 

[aJ -,.~J. In some two-syllabled words with terminal stress Lal~ 
I t 

c..eJ • Baton c;,ce ton l (New Mexico) and~ Manuel [sae.n 
1
\'Y\aen ~£-1) 

(Texas) serve as examples. The initial syllables of R&aton and Manuel 

bear marked stress in the English pronunciation. They may bear equal 

stress. 

In three-syllabled names with penultimate stress wherein it. in 

the initial syllable precedes a consonant cluster beginning with l, m., 
I I 

n. and s. [al ~ {aeJ • Examples: Alcino (Texas), b,lhambra ( California - -
and Texas), Alt~ras (California), Qan~nea (New Mexico), Lanro~sas (Texas), 

l~'hich here involves not only the principle of heaviness, favor
ing the tendency toward initial stress (Ar£enta and Ma~tinez), but the 
principle of rh3"thm (:Barba.rosa and Margarita). 

2Note Marcial in San Marcie.J, (New Mexico) wherein unstressed 
[al-;, L,n when the accent is entirely retained. on the final syllable: 

I -
( ,s~n m ,H 5£.1 J. 
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MAAZAA2 (New MeXico), Ta.scri'Ba (Texas). That (al is not reduced to (al in 

the above syllables is ascribable to the fact that!!:. in analogous cir

cumstances is heard as cae1 in English. 1 

In four-syllabled names with penultimate stress [ct1 7 l~] in the 

first syllable which, in the English pronunciation. receives marked 

- 2 \ / ' / 
initial strese. Examples: Alxaragq (Ce.lifornia and Texas), Amorita 

( ) ' / Oklahoma • Pasadena ( California ~·.:ud TeY.as). 

In some nFJnP.S because of a complete shift 1n stress(al, un

accented in. Spanish, bears prima:cy3 accent in the ED.€lish pronunciation, 

,,_ ,4, ) / s, whe:i:sin it is heard as [~J • Examples: AnalmAQ Texas , Oci:,ano Cali-

fornia), S@brfstie.n
6 

(Texas), and S~12ellQ7 (New Mexico). 

[al ;:,(e). In §ml. Gabriel [&~.n 
I 
ee b'l'l J 

8 
( Texas) [aJ 7 [el. Gabrie;t. 

to be sure, oocurs as an English name (of Hebrew origin). The angel Ga• 

b:riel. for instance (and presumably),is known by all-.-from moppet to grandame. 

¾Tot infrequently. as in the ~lace names listed, with level and 
even primary stress: Castil1an. galvanic, mandated. 

2It may receive level, as well as p;rima.ry stress. 

3That the accent may also be level with or secondary- to another 
syllable ( in the English p:r·ouuncia.tio:n) is a matter that will be dis
cussed later under Stress. In a.ny event, the syllable originally 
stressed in Spanish bears no stress in the English '9ronun~iation of the 
names listed. 

4 . ' Spam.sh [<:l. n a w a K J 

Sspanish [0
1
5e a no] 

6spanish [.se ba/tjart] 

7spanish 

8spa..nish 

sa.pillo (sa'pijol 
I. 

(&an 8a brJ£1] 

' English (aen a waeK] Variant. 
' 

I 
English [op ae.no) 

English [s a 
1
bcest5 a ri] 

I 
English [S.J? p I.OJ 



ca1 ~(~land (€J before intervocalic t,; occasionally before i 

(intervocalic). Before intervocalic!:. unaccented (ell is heard as la?l 

i l ' and also as[€] by some speakers. Examples: Arriba (Colorado), Ariva.oa 

( ) / ( ✓ / Arizona, Carrizo~Q New Mexico), Maricopa {Arizona), Mariuos~ (Cali-

fornia), Lari&t2 and Sarag6sa (Texas). 

Before i in Matagor5k!:3 (Texas) [el varies sometimes with [aJ). 

:Matamoros, although in Mexico, is familiar to southern Texans who usually

' pronounce it f.
1
tnaet a mo vas); sometimes by Texans further removed it is 

' (
1
rr,~t, c) 'N'\o vasJ. That (t.J tends to supplant Lael elsewhere is demonstra-

ted in the ang;licized spelling of this name as it appears in three of 

the middle-western ste.tes: as Metamora, it is found in Illinois, Indiana, 

and Ohio. The first syllable, 1n which LaJ appears~ in the above listed 

place names bears either primary or secondary stress in the English pro

nunciation. It may bear level stress. 

[aJ ~[:l). In S2ltillo (Texa.1;) (al ~(:>J. This nt;tme is pronounced 

' {SJltiaJ and the(:J] is a most obvious result of analogy with Eng-
I 

lish sau.
4 I 

ln San ~§t~ne (Te:xas)[aJ ;,,(.)) and Spanish 4}.gu.stin under-

goes complete shift in stress. The anglicized spelling completes its 

metamorphosis. 

1 I • 
Spanishl.a n ba J. The shift in a.co.ent in the English :pronun-

ciation saves initial [a.l from complete reduction to LaJ • E.ne;lish L~Y ab,~]. 

I ' 2spanish(la veatcaj. EngliShLlaevx.at.] • 

3 I ' Also Matador (Texas). (The accents are indicative of one variety 
of English stress.) 

4A diminutive of salto, saltillo means a little jump or.leap. It 
oan be slightly derisive. 
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[al 7[~13. In the pronunciation of railroad man and in that 

of II old-timers 11
, Sagup.oh~ ( Colorado) is heard as l 1so:t w~tp. l Trager, 

in commenting upon this pronuneiation, says it probably represents anal

ogy with some similar name of English origin, but he does not :propose 

' a. name. S~chfi (sa 5wat5e], a Spanish transcription of an Indian 

name, is heard as[sa.
1
'wat5e], in the local Spanish pronunciation. 

(This disappearance of g before !;!t which results in a glottal stop, is 

in line with the Mexican pronunciation of ~ l~ 'waJ heard throtl&hout 

the Southwest.) Trager, 2 however, exhibits symptoms of the auditory 

hallucination which commonly characterizes the victims of Hispano-mania 

when he states that(.sa..
1 
wat5 e) 11with obscured unstressed vowels 113 differs 

4 I 
little from the English(s ~ 'wat}l . That the lll-1.1 "-(al in [Sa.I. w o.. t) J 1s 

not an isolated phenomenon can be factually demonstrated bf Bentley 1 s5 

phonetic transcription of galleta. Re lists ~a.lleta. as "Spanish, aa1 je: ~:a 

1
cf. George L. Trager, "Some Place Names of Colorado 11 ([yneriean 

Speech, Oct. 1935), pp.- 203-20?. 

2Il?i.£.. 

3see pronunciation of the unstressed Spanish vowel underla], 
p. 41-2, wherein (from the prescribed Castilian point of view) the pronun
ciation of Spanish vowels in unstressed positions is noted. 

Ll·Notelc\.l :;> (iH ; stresi:;ed[al -, (.Q.); a.poeope of (el in the final 
syllable. (SQ 1wa.t5 J ·no more convinces a Mexican that he is hearing 
csa. 1wa-tJeJ than fut1?ol 1.' Fu.t b,l J convinces a native speaker of 'English 
tr...at he is hearing football L

1
f/\t bJlJ. 

5of. Harold W. Bentley, Ii Dictionary .Q..( Spanish '1='.~tms .ll!. inglish 
(Columbia University Press, New York, 1932), p. 138. 
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'.English, the same. 111 Did the 11old-timers 11 keep the accent on the penulti

mate (in Spanish; the final in English) and sey(sc1.1'wa..t51, they would 

be appreciably nearer to the S:panish then are those who s~[sa 'wca.t}J , 

but the Germanic tendency to pull the stress to the first part of the 

word results here in emphasis on the diphthong. Itasca (Texas) provides 

an example of Spanish !!:, transcribed as English 1_. Pronounced(a.x \aes Ka], 

this name is from ~ta.SQQ. which is the root of two other Texas na.mes: 

Atascosa [aeta5
1
ko5aJ and Ta.scosa ["t~s

1
KosaJ, and of Atascadero 

' [ a tees Ke dt. voJ (California). These related names may be observed to 
I 

demonstrate four varieties of the treatment initial unstressed [aJ under

goes in the English pronunciation. 

Lal ~L1J. 

'~ na) 2 is heard. 

• In Santa ~ (Texe,s)(
1
S~V\t1 ce na J as well as [,s~ nt a 

One pronunciation of Alamosa (Colorado) is[
1
aela

1

YY\'-'51} 

I 
Anehy.ac {Texas) is frequently [ ce n I ,wee."'- l . The names of the 

I 

states of &,r:izona and Qa:lifornia are heard in folk speech as L ~ r a z onJ. J • 

1only by those familiar with Spanish; even then final caJ 
usually become$ laJ • a.ndL,so.i: 'et a J orL' sen ,et~ J is also heard with 
loss of Ljl • Galleta phonetically spelled as g~ieta appears in The 
Overland Monthll~ 1872, p. 146: "The coarse dry bunch grass or gaieta, 
never abundant on this route, w&s unusually scarce that sunm1e.r.11 In 
regard to [d.Il ..:Ia}, it has been my observation that in untutored Span
ish speechLaJ ?(a.tl in some words I have heard JYLdie tr.adj e. J , for ex
amples. said a.sr!nardi J. 

2synalepb.a (common, but not obligatory) which takes place in 
rapid or familiar Spanish speech never occurs in the English Pfonu.neia
tion of this name. Its occurrence in Spanish results in {.San ta. "a. l • 
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(aJ )(oJ. When [a.J receives no stress in the English pronuncia

tion, 1 t is reduced toL~ J , 2 whether its position is initial, medial, or 
I 

final. Examples: Alma: l ~l 'rl"\ i) J ( California, Colorado, Oklahoma, and 
I 

Texas); l3arbaros§i( 1bo.v ba r-o.sa)t Laguna Lla's1.,1.Y\a], and Viboras tvi bevas) 

(Texas). In one ;pronunciation of San Francisco (California) and in one 

pronuneiation of Qarrizo (Texas) unstressed (aJ loses all vocalic value 

and one hears [seen 
t 

I I 

Fl''n SIS ¥.oJ and l Kviz aJ. Saguache (Colorado) is 
I 

also heard as [ s Vv o.. t ~ J . 

(al undergoes aphesis. Although stress, as such, will be treated 

later in this investigation, it enters into the present discussion of 

such features as aphesis, syncope, and apocope of the unstressed vowels; 

in this instance, of~• An examination of the Spanish-derived place 

names in Texas, 3 for example, reveals that names employing trochaic 

and iambic rhythm stress 4 are about equally divided. Names of two, 

1That the current fashion in English speech frowns upon such a 
-value for ~ does not negate the fact that it exists. C.IJ L. Lal may be 
heard in the anglicized pronunciation of any Spanish place name em
ploying it in a medial or terminal position, as the above given place 
names demonstrate. Lil and LaJ are both established variants of~. in 
the cited positions, and as such may be heard in present English speech. 
lt is of interest to note that 11over-correction 11 results in c:.a1 termin
ally-.where one might expect Lil ~-in certain pronunciations of names 
such as Missouri and Cincinnati. In northeastern Colorado [aJ varies 
with ll.l in the pronunciation of terminal ,!. in Padroni (a place name 
taken from the su.t"name of an Italian family). "Over-correction" may 
quite possibly be responsible for the now 11standard 11 LoJ for terminal 
a. in names such as Arizona, California,~ Oklahoma, etc. Termin
;lly, (IJ in these and like names (whether the spelling is~ or!) has 
demonstrably come to be regarded by maey ~uite substantial citizens as 
11tackyll--e, psychological reaction favoring the hu.manistic side of 
linguistic study. 

2varie.nt:c:1. ]. 

3of. Bentley, Q.:Q.• ill•• PP• 234-235° 

4.rhe reference is to the English pronunciation. 
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three, and four syllables preponderate. Two-syllabled and four-syllabled 

names are predominantly trochaic. Three-syllabled names are predominant

ly iambic, the pro~ortion being approxim~tely three to one. 

I ,I ( , ' 
n .§.!Y1 Antoru..o., Te::.,,;as). prevalently [ S<Et'I tonJ el by San An-

tonians, the unstressed first syllable of Antoni~ undergoes aphesis. 1 

It thus conforms to the iambic stress pattern of an unaccented syllable 

follow~d by an accented syllable. Three-syllabled names with this 

stress pattern E..I'e of frequent occurrence. Texas has approximately one 

hundred such names. 2 Tasetea (Texas) is an aphetic form of Spanish 

atascosa, which, as we have noted heretofore, provides Texas with another 

Spanish place name., Phoneti~ transcriptions reveal that Ld.l in the in

itial syllable of iambic Tascosa is [~l while the same ta] in trochaic 

I 

Atascosa is completely reduced to (aJ : ( ;taes 1<0 5o J , !~t as 
1
Ko.saJ. 

' 

Both Falfa and Alfalf& appear on th~ Oklahoma map. Colorado also has 

a EalfA. L
1
'r'Y\\A.&IJ , an aphetic form of Alamosa (Colorado). is often 

used. The high school song, for example, refers affectionately to 

Moosu filEh, Scho9l. Aphetic forms of names employing the article Le.s3 

4 / / 
not infrequently occur. Cr-@es end Vegas for w_ Cruces and Las Vegas 

(New Mexico) provide examples. Aphesis of the syllable in whichfaJoccurs 

1san Antonio may also be considered as an inseparable phonic 
group. In this case the phenomenon would be labelled syncope. 

2Examples: 
, I , / 

~and.era, Crestonio, Laredo, Socorro. 

)Although orthographically ~ is a sepcrate word, phonetically 

it is the first syllable of the name it precedes. 

4san before some names (especially the trochaic) may also under

go aphes1;T"° ! Sa.nJ Pedro (California). Also. Santa may be omitted in 
reference to certain place names. The Sa.nta. Catalina !13landp (California) 

are frequently referred to es simply C~talrna. 
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changes the above names from the iambic to the trochaic stress pattern, 

and trochaic stress is one of the distinctive Germanic features of the 

English language. 

Lal undergoes syncope. 
I \ 

In Al!!ffiogprdo (New Mexico) unstressed 

[al undergoes syncope. Pronounced asr..aeJ. Y't'o3 ,S"" da) 1 it thus conforms 

to the frequently occurring trochaic pattern with alternate stressed and 

unstressed syllable$ observed in other New Mexican names of foux syl-

2 / ' /" /' /..... 3 
lables: Albugue~gue. Montezuma, Sabinosa, Tularosa. ln ~ Rafael 

I 

L
1
saen ra FE..l J (New Mexico) [.aJ undergoes syncope, thus producing the 

familiar Ix I trisyllable. In Frisco for .§~n Francisco (California). 

[a.J in Francisco plus the consonants that follow it undergo a variety 

of syncope. As Frisco (Colorado and Oklahoma) it has attained the 

status of a place name in its own right. Another variety of syncope 
I 

involving unstressed (al is observable in San ]erdoo r.
1
sce.n ba Y du. ] 

4 for §.!m. :Bernarding (California). This syncopated form, it may be 

l In this name, as in the four which follow, the stress may be 
reversed on the first and the penultimate syllables; it may also be 
level on these syllables. Here, a.s elsewhere, when a single stress pat
tern is used it is not. meant to indicate, necessarily. an English pro
nunciation against which there is no appeal (unless certain phonological 
phenomena make fixed stress ordinarily obligatory). Stress, as such, 
will be considered at length later in this study. 

2New Mexico has at least fifty Spanish place names of four syl
lables which correspond to this stress pattern. Texas has approximately 
the same number; California., about seventy. See Bentley, QR.._ill_ •• PP• 
222-226; 230-235. 

I 

3spanish [san va fa£.1J. Compare the :New Mexican pronunciation 
of this plaee name with other New Mexican na.mes following the same pat
terni. San Migu.ell5.lt\'\ 'n\1

1£>e.11 (San Miguel has variant :pronunciations, 
but since these do'not apply here, they

1
are not listed); San Fidel 

( s~h Fa 1
d £1 J ; San Marcial £ saen m aY 5 e.l J. 

l I 

4Another syncopated form illustrative of trochaic rhythm is 
(sae~ beY ld.i. no J. 

I 
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remarked, is troohaic, while San :Bernardino is iambic. The so-called 

"telescoped" pronunciation of these California cities is not in good 

standing with the more language-conscious citizens of the respective 

places; but this is an impartial investigation of pronunciation, and 

for those who seek a linguistic Lord Chesterfield there is e.lwi:i,ys 

1 Robert 1. Shafer. 

[a] undergoes apocope. Apocope of z:d.l occurs in Stampede 

(Texas). From the four-syllabled Spanish estampig.p.. Stampede has be

come a. two-syllabled word heard variously with primary accent on the 

first syllable, primary accent on the last syllable, end equal stress 

on both syll~bles. Its use as a com~on noun especially in Texas and 

New Mexico has lcng been of such frequency that the majority of people 

who employ it have no tho'l.lght or knowledge of its Spanish ancestry, 

just as they have none of lariat,g reata. Lariat (Texas) furnishes 

another ex~..mple of apocopated[a..l, while the shift in stress to the 

article, which has become one with the word, results· in the preserva-

t ion of unstressed (d.l as Liel ( variant (f. l ) . ' In the familiar Santa 

I I ( 2 !:1Qn. for §anta Monica California) apooope of the last two syllables 

fits the name into the trochaic trisyllable /XI. Compare the very 

\ I J / \ 
infrequent , X, ~ X for Santa Monioa.. Sac 1-s heard for Saerp.lllento 

1cf. "The Pronunciation of Spo.nish Place Niunes in Ca.lifornia. 11 

(Ameriqa.:n Speech. December, 1942), ?,I?· 239-244. She.fer lists only 
[5iErl b3l'no.~"di.r-.o] and [sx.n ,bt.YY\0..YOJ.W\Ol. Ap:pa.rrn:tly his ea.rs have 
neve~ been sullied with the frequent csae..n ,bA'f nac:h. l'\o), and, if he 
ever heard Fri1300, it is to be presumed that he looked away quickly. 

2The reference is to English S¥llabication. Spanish: .rum.-a
!1!2.-ni.-a-

J A aynoo:pated variety is S~cto. 
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(California). Here Lal, the syllable in which it appears, and the 

two successive syllables undergo apocope, which results in one of 

those monosyllables whose number in English is of such frequent oc

currence t~t it moved Thomas Nash in l.594 to a quite emotional out

burst over the 11scandall of it 11• Fifty years earlier Roger Ascham had 

inveighed against 11straunge words as latin, french, and Italian 11 which 

made 11all thinges da.rke and harde 11• Four hundred years have :passed 

since Englishmen began the debate, and we yet have those who lean to 

the mellifluous, the polysyllabic, and we yet have those who carry the 

torch for Aristotle, classio commender of the speech of the common 

people. The :point is--we have both. 

[el and (E] 

In a few New Mexican places names unstressed (el is retained in 

the English pronunciation as (e J or [eIJ • Under oertain circumstances, 

when [eJ occurs in a syllable that bears stress in the English pronuncia

tion, or when it occurs in a syllable wherein English sound laws pre

scribe the value for it [el 7[EJ. Under certain other conditions le] 

becomes, e.s well, [il , [a.I.], (Il , and ca1. In some place names it under

goes aphesis; in others, syncope; in still others, apocop~. Since un

stressed (EJ is treated in the same manner as unstressed (eJ in the 

English pronunciation, it will not receive separate consideration here, 

but instances of its anglicization will be noted in the examples wherein 

it is used when these occur in the following sections. 

(el retained, vai'ia.nt LeI} • 
/ / I 

In Q.uemad,o, Seboyeta, Tres La.gu.n{3,s, 
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Tros Ri tos and Tres l;:iedras (New Mexico) unaccented eel is heard as (e] 

and [el] •
1 

That this phenomenon occurs in New Me:r.-ico is not surprising. 

Mew ~1~.xicans, 
2 

eepecially in the northern part of the state, give , on 

the whole, bettor imitaticno of Sp3.Uish :pronunciation than either the 

rcs5.dcnts of the neighbot·j_n~ st~te$ o:::-Ct~lifornians. Uot a few are bi

lill{;~,l. It is of inter.-ist to observe phonetic transcri1>tions of the 

n.e.raes which })rooerve fe] in r. s;rllable other than the tonic: Qu.emado 

(KeI'm~dc?J; SeboyRtn f5e ba
1
ieta]; Tres 18.gunas [tves Ja~u Y\ ;:>SJ; Tres 

I ./ - =s..--=::;;;:.:;;. -

Pie<1ro,s (-l:.Yes pi'edra.s] ,3 Tres Ritos [tres rites]. The mvst a--c·1}arent 
- I --= ....... ;:.. .-

relu.ct~.r>.ce of English to i ,.~eserve L,ll the II long" vo1,1el soundn is obvious. 

The r]:lythtnical prj,nciple in English stress tends to prohibit ( or in

hibits) vowP-1 lt')ngth. in more than t\10 succesnive syllables. In Q.µeme.clo, 

fina,l (o] ir: reductd to U;)l . In a trisyllt)1>le with iambic ntress the 

moi.;t, usuul f.r~te of the unetr•ei.;sE>d. vov1els is reduct ion to(~] , as in 

Boll:f,ta (ba'gaet~)(Texas). If t1'JO of the vowel 3ounds c.:r-e given the 

Spani$h a_?proxir:iation, the tb.ird customarily suffers reduction, as in 

Sal.;,,do [5d 'lo.oJ (Te:ice.s) and Q.uemado listed above. In a four-syllabled 

na'lle vl th trochaic streos thE' alternate un~tress-ed syllables almost 

1California has a Trlfls :Pinos, but hare[e) ,-(~) in accord with 
Engl:'..ch ~ in such words as drP.ss, trespm;s • etc., and is not, therefore, 
a cone~sston to thP. mor~ opfm ~• (€.] , as it is heard i11 certain ve.ria-
t ionr, of Spanish opeoch throughout the Southwest. It is to be observed 
that both stressed e,nd unstressed Spanish ~ whether it is said as [e) or 
(£], Cnstilir,n or Andulasian, the value custor,w.rily ascribed to it in 
tho !:!nc;lish imitation is (e] or (eI] . Note Tres .Piedras (New Mexico) 
gi-vP.n 2.bcve. 

2The reference is to those whose native tongue is English. 

3ve.riant: ,;trc 5 
1
Pj ed Y as) . These pronunciations are also 

heard. in southern Colorado. 
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invariably ':1,lldergo reduction. Note SeboyPtn, Trfs L;r;unas, an~ Tres 

l 
Piedras given abov~. 

Le.1 >(€J. In the initial syllables (variously stressed in the 

English pronuncie.t ion) of Corror{rdo_ (Oklahoma), 1,;qin6za ( Colorr.do), 

accord with th~ 't'Aglish '31")und V"llue e·1ployed for this letter when it 

occurs in Engliah under th"' cond1.t io!l.a to he'! obsorvPd in tl1:- a.bov(' 

that initial s~lla.ble strPs::; on i embic tr~ ,;yllfbJ ns ::.s of frP.Oui-mt 

occu.rrenct> in ,..ngL:i.sh. In Oonct"pcfon (TE>xas) becnuse of a. co"1!)1€'to 

stress shift ~ ( (E] here) is_ ht>o.rd as (E.) . 2 The uronuncie'i1 on of the 

name is that of English concPnti11.B.• In the prefixes fil.. f nci Jiel, ~ 

[EJ is also heard as (E.} .3 The aounrl i~ :mrely in l.ccore. \sith 

English. 

I I ) / 

[el ,{_i.]. In Le.:>n ( Okl&homa), San ~ (T 0 Ys.s , and ££:Q_ 1.~, r1dro 

(California.), (e.) ;;,,[i] in hfa.tu.s. 

fg] ;> LiJ 4 
• 

1.mngl:ish sylle.bici.tj,on. Tres Piedrus is P.n iar,bic trisyllable 

in Spanish, ie being a semi-consonan.tal cornbinatjon: c.jel In the var-

iant Eng;t.iah p:i:om.Lllciction wherein i is (j J , it is also a trisylls.ble. 

2 . h , 
Spc~is , ConcPpc1on. 

31a 'Sl l"Ol'VPnir Ciew Mexico), Bl often becomes (1 /1 a.nd is also 

spelled as IL Com-pt;.rP ~•)i:;lish ~ !1,9 [I IK) 

4 I •. p J 
Corrroa.rp th-=- -oronunci~tio'l of r8,:,.,.i:1s!:! P.sl ·n, Y£S , rf>sic,.n 

' -
,. 

as[ vi 1 2.0H\] , etc. Initial stress on~ jn the~P e.nc1 lit-.-"' wora.s is 

an exa.mpl"' of trt~ tt<•nd.an~y tov-rrr:l~ initie.l atr"'c~ whi~ 11 :'..s dwra.0tnr

istic of the Germanic languages. 
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• In PYot e L PG.'t o't. l 
I 

; ('Po.I. otx J (Texas) the Spanish 

word from whieh the name comes is effectually concealed by the anglicized 

pronunciation. Additionally, the oral transmission of the same has re

sulted in a transcription that gives no hint of the~ in Spanish peyote 

fpe 'jot e.J . It seems reasonable to infer that the :pronunciation of 

this name
1 

parallels that of the older, very familiar l
1
K.<i.1 ot 1 and 

[~<i.I 'otI.) < eoyote. 2 

[eJ ,-(I.l. :Before the nasals n,, i, and m. tel ( [f.) before 'i) 

> lI) ( variant (£1 ) . Examples: 
/ I 

Benavides (Texas), Embarcadero (San 

Francisco. California), Fen~sco (New Mexico), Fenite'nte (New Mexico), 

I / 3 Temesc~l (California), Trementina (New Mexico). Occasionally (€) is 

heard as well as (I], but its use is infrequent and customarily tends 

to vary with lll in the pronunciation of the same indi~idual. This 

applies to residents of the states of Arizona, Colorado, New Mexico, 

P,klahom~. and ~eXa8 and to the residents of the state of California 

with the exception of Shafer's test group of coast-wise sailors. college 

l Peyot~ is a plant of the cactus family. When chewed it pro-
vides a kind of intoxication. Edna. Ferber uses the word in Cimarron: 
"lier quick eye had leaped to the table ~here lay the little round 
peyote disk or mescal button which is the hashish of the Indian. 11 

2co:yote with the above given pronUJlciation appears in Webster's 
Revised Unabridged Dictionary: published nearly fifty years ago. Peyote, 
on the other hand., has no listing in Webster's then or now. In A. fil.Q.
tion.ary of §u1ml ~h Term~ in ~n,zlish (Columbia University Press, New 
York, 1932). p. 180, Harold \f. 13entley lists the wo.rd with two English 
orthographic modifications: piote, pyot~. 

1 
His. one phonetic transcrip

tion (for the 1<:nglish pronunoiatio.n) l P 1.: o; ti., J is not used in tb.e 
English pronunciation of the Texas place name •. 

3 [tl becomes both t:t] and tal ih the elosed. second syllable 
of this place name. 
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professors, high school graduates, and day la.borers. Regard.less of 

other behaviour characteristics, inherent and acquired, from gob and 

teen-ager, from .Ph.D. to longshoreman, these curiously assorted individ

uals share in common a linguistic phenomenon indeed worthy of note: 

1 they invar1.ably chorus [E..1 before the nasals. 

When [eJ a~pears finalJy in an unstressed syllable it frequently 

becomes (rJ . 2 
Examples: J;.lbuourircm~ (Ne;.; Mexico) Co;vtt~. ( California 

Medially, ill such n0rnes u.s ,'/\onto V:ist~ (California and Colorado) 

Hnd Montezuma. (California, Coloradc, e.i1d lfow Mexico) [e] sometimPs b<"

comRs [I] . 

[fa) >[8]. Xnitially and medfa.lly 'l'Jhen unstressed in th(:> 'Bnrl ish 
/ 

pronunciation Le] ordinarily become::, [al . Bxamples: Mesgu:ltf:_ ( ~!ew 

!-lexico and :rexas), M6nter~;y: (California), Montez~a (CaJ.:1.fornia, Colo-

re.do, and New Mexico). 

Aphesis of (e] and [£] . In Stampede .:::. estarrroid~ (~'eYaf\) loss 

1see RobAr.t L. Shafer, "Thi:> P::ccnu~ci::.tion of Lpc:,.nish PlRce Names 
in Cal ifornia. 11 (A1;1.erio§k"l Speech, Dec., 19.i.!2), pp. 239-244. No var:l..ru:\t 
for c el before n, and m. it listi=>cl for the .follO\iiAe:, n&mes: El Centro_, 
Embarcadero, f3c.cre..nemto, §an Lorenzo, ~ 9_uontin, Temesca.l, anc1 Ventura. 
One listing of ~cnPga a.p:poa.t's as['SI.NrgtJ , l10·11ever, and, whether or 
not Shafer is o,w:i.re of it• he has herein conceJ.~d that some varict ies of 
American English do use (11 before tile n,;.1,e.als. In this synco:l;)a.ted pro
nunciation it i3 the unsccented, semi-consonantal ,i of the diphthong 
that dro-os out and acc'.mtea [e] bec·vie:1 (I] bo:.'ore n_. 

2 [:r] for ~ is t.1•·1(1/s hAo.1·c.l in. Fri.i~le (r.rexaa), although final 
e here :cesu.lts from a false singular derived by back formation from the 
S:9ani<;h plural f:ri.jol(,ls. 
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of~ results in syllable reduction at the beginning of this name. Aphe-

tic forms of some names prefixed with pJ1 fre~uently occur, providing, 
\ thereby, a variant pronunciation. Examples: Ce:oitan for El Ca:oi tan 

(New Mexico) and Porvenir for El Porvenir (New Mexico). 

[el undergoes syncope. In the Pedernales River (Texas) syncope 

involving metathesis and substitution of i for g,_ occurs. The name is 

pronounced ( Pa\'t' l'\'£lt5] . In rapid or familiar pronunciation San Angelo 

' (Texas) becomes {5ren aend5lo] with syncope of (e]. In at least two pro-

nunciations of ~Angeles, [l:,~ 1 
aet)glt5] and ( 

1
5 'ae ry9lrsJ,(e] undergoes 

syncope. In a variant :pronunciation of Soledad L'sol ,d aed] (California), 

1 tel suffers syncope. 

fe] undergoes apocope. In such place names as Albuquerque, Qoy;ote, 

and Guadalupe (New Mexico) a.nd in Guadalupe, Kyote, and b;ote (Texas) final 

[el undergoes apocope in the pronunciation of those impervious to the 

Spanish influence. When apocope occurs in the names Coyote (or I(yote) 

and fyote, the rhythm shifts to the trochaic. In certain other names 

the silencing of final (eJ is a. permanent feature. Examples: 2 Qtl.. lforte, 

Mesa Yerde, Saguach~; and Val Verde3 (Colorado), Mesquite (New Mexico and 

Texas), Chillicothe (Texas), Chilcoot 4 and Pinole (California). In Paso 

Robles ( California) (e] loses all vocalic value. Spanish (
1 
YO ble5 ]7Eng

lish [-..obl-?J . In :Farallones (California) loss of Le) in the final 
• 

syllable reduces Spanish (Fa.ra
1
jone.s] to English(faeYala.n2.).5 

1This pronunciation, based, obviously, on the orthography, is an 
example of complete anglicization. Compare Spanish [sole 1dadJ . 

2E1 Pa.soa.ns (El Pa.so, Texas) say [dd I 
h ~\'tl] in reference to a 

hotel of this name in their city. 

3A suburb of Denver. 
4Here reflected in the orthography. Spanish: chilicote. 

5variant: fltY&
1

lo.Y\ 2 ] . 



sa 
Lil 

The occurrence of Lil in an. unaccented position is not of any 

considerable frequency in the Spanish-derived place names under con

sideration. In some names wherein stress shift occurs in the English 

pronuncie.tion Lil 1s heard as Lil • Initial stress in the anglicized pro

nunciation results in the value of L~11 for ri1 in some half dozen names. 

The most frequent value for LiJ is en and tal. Syncope of ( iJ occurs 

occasionally. 
I 

til retained. Strong initial stress in FriJole (Texas) and 

stress shift in Avila.1 (California) and Plac~do 2 (Texas) preserves til 

as l l. J • 

I / I 

tiJ :;,(cuJ. In Hidalgo (Texas), Inez (New Mexico), Limon (Colo-

rado), ' I • / 
Primera (Texas), Ribera (New Mexico), and Santa~ (California), 

lil .., [Q.1.J. In Hidalgo, Primera, and Ribera. as well as in ~ and Santa. 

I.n&z,, there is characteristic, marked ED€lish stress of varying intensity 

on the initial syllable. In Limon we he.ve an example of complete stress 
I 

(as well as sound) shift r with reduction of the final syllable:tlo.:1. 'Mel'\], 

It should be borne in mind that in the English pronunciation of the fore

going place names 1 occurs at the end of an open syllable (that 1 in 

1spanish: 

2of. Spanish nl~cido. In this and the preceding place name the 
shift in stress from the initial to the penultimate (where it occurs 
regularly in trisyllabie Spanish paroxytones) lends a parallel in a 
phenomenon characteristic of Spanish classes comprised of English speak
ing students. Pagina, for example, is ordinarily f1r$t attempted by 
the student asc.'h.' :t"- e J • ,Initial efforts to reproduce i with pre
scribed length result inC/o.. hi" aJ , a perfectly normal "English develop
ment ascribable to the fact that. in English, long vowel sounds attract 

accent. 
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the Spanish syllabication here tallies with the English ID8¥ be remerked 

but, of course, this instance of :parallelism has no bearing on the Eng

lish stress shift and sound shift in the anglicized pronunciation of 

these Spanish-derived place names); that length is characteristically 

as?✓ocia.ted with a.n open syllable in ]!nglish, and that. quite obviously, 

the :present :!i'lnglish value of lllong 11 1. is [a.I]. 

(il 7[i}. In Chilligpthe (Texas) Lil is reduced to [1J before 

ll. 1 end, medially, Li] is likewise reduced to (1) ;cil >[ll before Jll in 
' ,, 

the Qima:rron River (Colorado, :New Mexico, and Oklahoma), before !l in 

Trinidag. 2 {California. and Colorado), before ~ in P1ii~n'.3 (New Mexico) i 

before consonant clusters beginning with 1! in Pintldo and Rinc¢n4 (New 
/ 

Mexico), and TrineherA (Colorado); before consonant clusters beginning 

with Ji in Amistad, Ga,listeg,. 1s16ta (New Mexico), X&lEfta (Tex.as), and 

✓ 6 
Sp,nta. I§~ (California). 

lil>[aJ. Initially and medially when Lil bears no stress in 

the English pronunciation it is reduced total. Examples: Chima;xo7 

(New Mexico) I Dinero (Texas) t Prim(ro (Colorado); Gerrinimo (Arizona and 

l Spanish: chilicote. 
2spe.nish stresses the laat syllable. 

3Also in Pinon, Oolora.d.o, wherein the first syllable bears the 
total stress in the English pronunciation L1

PI n) a nl • • 

4The same value for!. is found in Rincon (California), but here 
the first syllable of the nrune has either primary or level stress: 

I I I I ] 
L\'1. ') ,t<. cu, J or L v rJ K. IA-~ • -

51n the English pronu.n.ciation this Spanish word, eccented on 
the last syllable, is resolved into the trochaic stress pattern. 

6lli,Q_. 

7spanish: 
~ 

QM.ma.yo. 
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Texas), San Geronimo (California and New Mexico), Trinid@4.l {ColorE<,do), 
., 
Optimo (New Mexico). In the above and like names [~l may be substituted 

for L a1 , but ordinarily it is not . 

Ii] under~oes syncope. In the folk pronunciation of Trinida_g,_ 

(California and Colorado) (il not infrequently undergoe~ syncope and 
I I . • 

ltrI n adaed] ;,,ltvi:"' daecl l. For Mirando fil.U {Texas) syncopated [mYae.t\dd J 

1s heard quite often. Orthographically and phonetically til u,ndergoes 

syncope in Chilco12t < cl!ilicote ( California. 

[OJ and ('J] 

The letter .9. occurs fairly frequent11' in an unstressed position. 

It occurs more ordinarily as (ol , but also as l~l . In this discussion 

these two sou.uds will be treated separately or together as the circum

stance demands. We shall observe under what conditions English main

tains unstressed coJ as £.oJ or [oUJ • and (:>l as LO] • 

In addition, we shall find that [.ol becomes variously (o.J , Ll.] , 

f.llll, tu.J , (I\J , (:>J , and (aJ , and that it undergoes aphesis and syncope. 

We shall find. as well, that Pl sometimes becomes (oJ , (al , and fre

quently tal in. the English pronuncia.t:ton~ 

coJ remains Lol , variant tovJ. Because of varying degrees of 

initial syllable stress in the Enslish pronunciation [ol is pronounced 

[oJ ( variant r.ouJ ) before the Spanish tonic syllable in two-syllabled 

names and in trisyllables with iambic rhythm patterns. Examples: Nopal 

{Texas), Nogai (New Mexico), Lopeijg (Texas), ~ol~ta (California, and 

1spanish accents the final syllable. 
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Noga.lee (Arizona.). In the in:l.tial syllablt"' of Rociado (N~w MP-xico) (o] , 

variant [oUJ. is also heard. E~lish mak9a of this ia..~bic Spanish tri

syllable a four-syllablP,d name tailored to the trochaic pattern. Stress 

shift in the anglicized ,ronunclntion resulta in thP retention ofco1. 

variant (ou1 • in the indicated, aocPnted syllable of ~rb61P.s1 (Colorado), 

Corcltva2 
(new Mexico), S~lai:_3 ('.)olorado). Ncipal

4 
and po'mal5 (Texas). 

Final (oJ is customarily heard as (ol and LOOl in the two

syllabled trochaic and in th'3 iamb:to tr!.s:,llr.bic place name. ~--ampl~s: 

' ( / 6 / 
Blanco California, 'New Mexico, and Texe.s), Encino (Uew Mexico), Me>rino 

I I 
(Colorado), Progreso (Tezas), and ?rogresso (New Mexico). In~ four-

I 

syll~bled name of iambic stress, such as Geronimo (Arizona and Texas), 

final .Q. is (Ol or [S)vJ • 
7 

In a few trochaic four-sylla.bled n<>mes, emong 

' - / / / 8 
them Ar;royesco, §Anorit9.., and :Berne.l.::l.llg (New .~e::r.ico) end g Dor:\dq. 

(California), final (OJ is {oJ or covJ • SomP nativt> speak 0 rs of EnP;

lish employ these values for .Q. in three-syllabl_ed words with .9enulti

Ill!1.te stress: ~ot~, toMPtQ, tomorrow, etc. Outsine of thP S~anish-

derived :i:,lnce nc.mes included in this study uso.ge of terminal .Q. in worclc 

l ' Spanish: arboleG. 

2spanish: Ocirdoba. 

38:!)a.nish: solfr. (This word does not require e written accent 

in Spanish, because of Suanish stress rules.) 

4 I 
Soanish: l no Pall • 

~ I 
)Spanish: L ~o m.a.l). 

6But[:tt\'si~aJ for Encino (Texas). 

7 Ascribable to rhythmic nppea.l: )( I )( I • 

8 rn Eldorado (Oklahoma and Texas) final .Q. is nearly always la]. 
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of more than three syllables is of infrequent occurrence in English. 

Since the tendency in English is toward reduction of vowels in unstressed 

syllables, most trochaic four-syllabled names employi~g final .Q. usually 

termine,te in (al • Some. reflecting the treatment of final .Q. in the 

iambic three-syllabled name, vary between LoJ and taJ. Such variation 

will be noted later in this section. 

L~l as C>l • In analogy with the English practice under marked 

initial strees (JJ is heard as Lal before such consonant clusters as!,!;., 

rt, and il• Examples: liornitos. Cortez. and Costillo (California), and 

Tornill~ (Texas). 

[ol and {.:>l -,, (Ill. In l3oliva;r 1 (Texas) because of stress shift 

c.0 1 is heard as ca J in the initial English closed syllable. In the name 

of the state of Colorado and in Oolorado Springs (Colorado) (o) in the 

initial syllable becomes [al. This same value replaces L,J in the ini-

tial syllables of the following names: / / 

El Poryenir, Monton, and 
/ 2 / / 

faly~g.ere (New Mexico), MQnte:rey (California), and MontezUl!l! (California., 

Oolorado, and New Mexico). 

~. which may be {losJ or (.l~5l in Spanish, 3 is almost invariably 

1spanish: 
I 

Boliv&• 

2An anglicized version of Spanish ;smlvadera. which word is, 
1 tsel:f a mete.thesi zed form of polya.rede.. explained as an acomodacion_ 
A ~ serie ~ naj.abra~ termi¥4as ~ ... u.&. in 11Dato~ sobre el habla 
:popular de Mejico 11 in the Bibliot~oa. h Dialectologia Hispanoa.mericano, 
IV (Buenos Aires. 1938), p. 320. 

3When L9s occurs before a name beginning with a vowel, such as, 
for example, Los Apgel=s, according to Spanish phonetics, its final con
sonant goes with the initial vowel of the following word. Thus, in 
l>lace names such as ~ Alt.mos, Los Altos (California), Los An,geles 
(California and Texas), .~. Ebe.nos and w Indios (Texas)• Q. in Spanish 
iS (O] • 



as (l~5J wherever it oocurs in New Mexico and Texas; it is frequently 

L1as] elsewhere in the states under eons1deration, but in these it is 

also heard as Ll:>5] end sometimes Uo!> l • 

loJ >[IJ • In Oibolo (1
si w1.leJ (Texas), (oJ becomes [:Il in the 

second unstressed syllable. The substitution of l! for the ltsoft 11 Span

ish a_ will be discussed under!?, and .:z. later in this investigation. This 

name provides an example of retained stress in the ED€;lish pronunciation 
, 

( Spanish: cibolo). Either [zJ or Lal may be heard in English when the 

vowel occUl's in a syllable reaeiving no stress. 1 

(oJ ;,,[Gt). !n Co:vOt§ (New Mexico and California.) and in Kyote 

(Texas) Ca.st:l.lian (oJ >[o..:tl. • I 2 
:Both names are commonly pronounced (t<.«l~ oh) 

I 

(variant:lK~t~tJ ). The orthography employed in the Texas place name 

is obviously imitative of the anglicized pronunciation. In Spanish-

I 
American speech in the Southwest one commonly hears ( K:> jote 1 , not 

Castilian [ Ko
1
j o t e.J . The [.:>l in the first syllable very frequently 

appeals to the English e~r as (~Il, which may be attributed to the in

fluence of the followi1J€ ljl. Bentley, in fact, demonstrates this when 

he lists· the Spanish pronunciation of the word as (Kol: jb:teJ. 3 It may 

be remarked that this development of [~1] 4. tn] ( LL:>J in Coyote) is 
• 4 

analogous to the usage of (O.."l.] instead of l3ll in the dialectal English 

1coropare the pronunciation of Cibola in New Mexico: [
1 

si b a 1 a]· 

2s ome New Mexicans $q [ Kill' jo -t I J • 

3.Harold w. :Bentley, Ii,. Dictiona.cy Qf. Spanish Terms in. English 
(Columbia University Press, New York, 1932), P• 129. 

4A result of the raising of the first part of the diphthong. 
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pronunciation of such words as kQll and §poil. 

[ Jl ;>(u.) • 1 
In Vamoo§e ( Oklahoma.) LJJ :;, (u.J • In this place name 

the unstressed Spanish syllable bears mai.n stress in English. That L:>l 

and (oJ may become c~1 in the English pronunciation is a phenomenon that 

has been discussed under stressed .Q. 1n this investigation. 

tol ;,[l\l • In Mogollon L,~"8 a
1
jo\'\) (New Mexico) coJ in the first 

syllable becomes lAJ. There is secondary initial stress in the English 

pronunciation. Sometimes the name is spoken with level stress on the 

first and last syllables. 

/ 
[oJ7[~J. In one pronunciation of Moraga (California)(oJ;>(~l. 

In a variant form wherein .Q. receives no stress it becomes taJ • 

(oJand[oJ :;;, ta]. In unstressed positions, initially, medially, 

and terminally, toJ and c.01 ;;,,ta}. Examples: Ca.:mci.p.che2 (California), 

I I I } Ooman~h~ (Oklahollia), Sandoval and Socorr9 (New Mexico and Texas. In 

the majority of trochaic four-syllabled names in Oklahoma, New Mexico. 

and Texas final(ol ~[al. Examples: Alruno«ordg. Carrizozo, Mescaler9. 

and Sabinoso (New Mexico). ,&lvara.do, Amarillo. and Caiiutillo (Texas), 

and Eldorado (Oklahoma and Texas). In some iambic trisyllables such 

~s Carrizo. ~~redo, and Navarr2 (Texas). Cuchillo. Manzano, and 

Milagro (New Mexico) finAl LoJ 7LaJ • Wavering occurs in the pronuncia

tion of final [oJ in some names. Final (oJ is heard as toJ (or (ou)) 

and l<)l in such names as :sn Morro and ~olano (New Mexico); AlvaradQ, 

1usoonerese 11 :f'or Spanish vamos. 

2Anglieized spelling of coroanche. 
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Camarillo, ll. Qer;:i to, .ID. Modeno. Palo Ail.,Q_, and Sagramento 1 (California), 

Qolorado ~ (Texas). Colorado Springs (Colorado) and in the name of the 

state of Colorado itself. 

When final before .l [:>J .:>Lal in the :English pronunciation of 

most :place names which employ it in this position. Examples: C~rillos, 

Gallegos. and Pino§ Altos 2 (New Mexico), the Brazos River (Texas) and 

fecos (Texas), Los Ga.to2 (California). In Vallecitos (New Mexico) and 

in Point Pinos ( California) r::iJ is pronounced as toJ and caJ. I 
In Portal. 

(Colorado) under complete stress shift tJl 7£0J. This place name is said 
I 

as[Povt;J. 

Aphesis involving LJJ and LoJ ; syncope of (oJ • Offering a par

allel to the frequent local dis:posiiiion of the feminine article prefix 

~' t.2.i, is likewise subject to omission in the familiar English pro ... 

nunciation of the Sp~nish place name. w_3 Cerillos (New Mexico), for 

example, becomes Qerillo@. When 'J:&.Ji
4 ,Angel~§ (California) is pronounced 

I 
a.s L sae.t')sl.x:; J , the first two letters of w _undergo aphesis, producing 

concomitant reduction of syllable count. 

In ~ Jop.gµin, ( California) Spanish l ~oa 
1
Ki n 1 )' English 

1Possibly terminal Lal is of a sound frequen~y pitched too low 
for Shafer's reception. Cf. Robert L. Shafer. 11The Pronunciation of 
Spanish Place Nemes in California. 11 {American Speech, Dec. 1942), pp. 
239-21~. He lists no variant for final [01 in the above cited Cali
£ornia plaee names. Re does, however, somewhat grudgingly concede that 
,Sausoli to is heard with final tal as well as LoJ • He lists it as a 
second pronunciation--to which place he relegates all the more angli
cized pronunciations he includes. 

2Alsol,Pi no~ 
1

ae.l tas J . 

3spanish C>l . 

t 
Cornps,re Spanish [Pi-ho-sa.1-1:asJ. 

4spanish tol . Los, Spanish slang for Los Angeles, is seldom 
heard in the English pronunci&tion. 
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[wo..'Ki~1 , with loss of Spanish unaccented(~J. Hiatus of 11long 11 

vowels before the tonic syllable is inhibited in English because of 

the principle of rh,ythmic stress. Substitution of [w~J for ( xoa. J 

will be discussed under the consonant J. later in this investigation. 

lU.) 

Less than two percent of the place names under investigation in 

this study employ:!:;. in an unstressed position. Retention of (\A.las lU.l 

occurs in a number of the names in this small group. In others [U.] "7 

and [ji:)] . In one California name [c.(J -;.(a.UJ • When LU.1 receives 

no stress in the English :pronunciation it is reduced to t_oJ • 

[LL] retained. Marked initial English stress accounts for the 

I I 
fact that (14] is heard as (l.L1 in Santa Suzana and Tulare ( California) i 

, I I ( ) I. I in Durango and Cuchara Camps Colorado; in Chupadero, Lucero and 

I 
Tularosa (New Mexico). Undiphthongized tu.) is characteristic of General 

American English. Those who are familiar with it are prepared to con

cede the existence of the value of Lu.Jin such words as due, Susa;n. stu

dent, Tuesday, etc. Observance of (u.l in the above place names is most 

obviously in line with English usage. 

(u.1 7f:i"l• variant ,;_.1 and (aJ . In Uv~lde (Texas) and in La 

I 
Union (New Mexico) (u.J '7 Lj "J in accordance with the English practice. 

In La Union there is complete reversal of stress in the wholly anglicized 

pronunciation. Some New Mexicans say CJ14Y\ ',o"1 or L~uY\ Joonl for 

Union. 
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In Capulin (Colorado and New Mexico) C jM] L [tA.J varies with lj.'.JJ 

and[aJ. There is a shift in stress from the final to the initial syl

lable in the English pronunciation. 

[ll.1 7 (avJ. In Chowchilla 1 (California) we have an example of a 

complete vowel shift: [IA.) ? (oul . 

{~l ?[aJ. sometimes I./\l and lOJ . In Canutillo and ~ Augustine 

(Texas) Y:,, medially, becomes [8]. In Trujillo (New Mexico) [tA.l > (a) . 

English puts no stress on the syllables in which Y:, occurs. 

In Dulzlira (California) [u.] (in the first syllable) 7 [A]. In 

Sunol ( California) (u.] ;::,-[a] and (v] . :Both [J\ l cmd [u) result here from 

the fact that English stresses the first syllable. 

1spanish: chµchilla. 



Diphthongal Combinations 

Spanish diphthonga.l combinations occur very rarely in the names 

considered in this stua.y. 1 Both accented and unaccented diphthongal 

combinations will, therefore, be presented herewith. Such instances 

of the employment of ~ ca.~J and !!:Z. ff~J 2 occur chiefly in Calsifornia 

names. 

In fum. ~ Bautista, .Santa PRuJ.a, and Sausolita (California) 

in accord with the value ascribed to this combination in 

Fsnglish. 

In M Rey. Monterey, and ~ Luis ~ (California.) ('lkl ;;>Le-iJ 

in the English pronunciation. That 1e11 is a closer approximation ofl~i1 

than lJl is of lO.';\-J is obviously ascribable to the fact that English itself 

prescribes leIJ for fill.. (or tl) in instances too ordinary to merit listing. 

1A few combinations which appear, superficially, to be diphthongal 
are but anglicized spelling versions of something quite otherwise. / 
Paraiso Springs (California) provides an example. From Spanish paraiso, 
this name, in the English pronunciation, becomes L Pa\e soJ , with reduced 
syllable count. 

2 The phonetic symbols herein employed for the Spanish diphthongs 
are those used by Navarro-Espinosa in a_ Primer .Qf. Spanish Pronunciation 
(Eenj. H. Sanborn and Co., New York, 1927), p. 29. The second element 
of the Spanish diphthong is very short and ends with an almost imper
ceptible friction. These weak i and 3:! sounds are called semi-vocalic. 

68 
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Consonants 

:Bilabials 

Spanish :!2. and x_. Although orthographically not interohangeable, 

the letters lt and y_ are p~onounced alike in Spanish. Each has two dif

ferent sounds. a voiced explosive sound, and a voiced oontinu.a.nt or fric

ative sound. When initial in a phonio or a breath grou9 or when after 

m. or !!. (phcmeticall;y also tmJ). whether within a word or between 'Words. 

lt (or y) is a voiced bilabial explosive similar to English l in~. 

but much less strong, that is, the muscular tension is much less pro

nounced and the lips meet very lightly. The phonettc symbol for this 

sound is [b J • 

In all other positions• that is, when not initial in a phouic 

or a. breath group and when not after m. or A, Spanish lt (or 1:) is a 
I 

voiced bilabial continuant or fTicat!ve, a sound not found in English. 

In making it the lips do not close completely but allow the breath to 

:pass bet\'reen them through a very na.rrow passage as in the position that 

the lips have in blowing. :Between vowels the mueoular tension is es

pecially weak; the articulation rapid. The phonetic symbol for this 

sound isl"bl. To be sure, in the majority of the place names included 

in this study there is no recognition of these different values of~ 

69 
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(or.!.) in the English pronunciation. 1 Preponderantly, English Lbl and 

lVl are used when the letters ltand !. respectively occur in the orthog~ 

raphy of the place name. It is to our interest, therefore, to con

centrate upon the very few ne.mes which bear phonological or ortho

graphic testimoey of the English attempt to reproduce SpanishLoJ. 

Cibola
2 

(Texas) and Caballo (New Mexico) cause a shock to the spelling

conscious nt;,rves of the English-speaking monoglot removed from the 

Southwest when he first makes their acquaintance. These names a.re al-

d I • l ' ways :pronounce , locally, that is, as LSJ. "":i:. aJ and [ 1<..a VG\. j o J • In 

Cibola. [wJ 4 weak, intervocalic 1. 1) l , occurring here after the tonic 

syllable, is a logical English interpretation of 1.t,J , a sound wh1eh, 

as has been stated, does not exist in the English language) The Eng. 
l.i, 

lishcvJ he-a.rd in Caballo is, in the Southwest, with special reference 

¼hat there is variation in the pronunciation of b (or x) b;r 
native speakers of Spanish is a fact known to the student of the Span
ish language. In this study, however, there arises no occasion for the 
discussion of these differences, interesting as they are. 

2 I I 

New Mexicans say Lsi ba la l or Lsi bo la J • 

3rt is not uncommon for English speaking students in a begin
ning Spanish class to make this substitution of L'\NJ for l"t>J. It seems 
pertinent to note that the Mexican interpreta.tion of Engl1sh (\NJ, a 
sound unknown in Spanish may be, when not initial in a word, tol. Ex
amples occur in syiche < switch and in Brenbut ~ Brentwood. 

4
oompare English modifications of oaballada as cavyieyar~. 

cayoY, etc. Note .Y. ~eminated medially in ca:vyienrd in order to denote 
concomitant shortness of the vowel in the preceding syllable, which 
in the English pronunciation bears primary stress. In relation to 
medial gemination of consonants it is of interest to observe that this 
device was occasionally used to indicate shortness of the preceding 
vowel (occurring in a stressed syllable) in Latin loans in OE. Thomas 
Pyles cites Affrica an.d zefferus in his 11The Pronunciation of La.tin 
Learned Loan Words and Foreign Words in Old English", PMLA, LVIII (191-l-J) • 
p. 901. 
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to New Mexico a.nd Texas, the ordinary English approximation of Spanish(~) 

in this and in like words. Cabrita. for example, is pronounced by native 

English-speaking citizens of the Rio Grande Valley as (Ka' v-d. ta] . In 

Cordova (New Mexico) x_ has supplanted~ in the orthography, just as (vJ 

has supplanted loJ in the pronunciation. (This name, so spelled, appears 

in five other states, including Kentuclcy and Mont~na, which lie outside 

the scope of this study.) Initially, substitution of I. for ,Q_ is rare. 

It occurs in~ (Texas). 1 In :Boca (California.) and La~ (Colorado) 

standard orthography is employed and (bl 1s used where Texans use [vJ 
~ j)t>, --1, .. i' 

Svara.bhakti vowels appear sometimes after~ in folk pronunciations 

of ?u.eblo (PL Ll 
1 ~be lo) (Colorado) and Diab lo [do.t 'aeb c:) lo] 2 (California). 

Svarabhakti vowels, it may be remarked, a.re eharaoteristic not onlt of 

mnelish but of all languages. (The very term was first used by Panini to 

desiena,te a phenomenon he observed in Sanskrit.) They sometimes occur in 
, I I 

FE in such words as umbr~lla(/\'ffi bav,c.laJ, by.rglar(.b/\rsalyJ, and athlete 

(~ea l.i t J • They appear in Olil Latin loans. Pylee-.J cites the following: 

ceder ( < cedrus), fefer, ""fil: ( < f~ris), Plaster (<-(.fill!.) nlastr:urn), t.em:n

( e) 1 { ~ templurq). 

Spanish :e,. Spanish lv a voic~less bilabial explosive, is simi

lar to English l2. with this difference: the explosion is weaker and there 

is no aspiration. In all instances of its use in the place names herein 

1Media.lly in Christ oval< Cristbbal (Texas) and Oaryanza < 
garbanzo (California). 

2Also(di: 1aebalo]. :Bentley, 1.Q.Q.. ~-• p. 133. :Bentley lists 
(dl: ~ bo: lo] as one of the English :pronunciations of the common noun 
diablo. Although I have not heard this pronunciation, I have heard 
[di 'aeb a loJ , as well as those listed above, and. of course, [d1.

1
~bloJ • 

.3.Pyles, fil2.• .ru!.•, p. 900. 
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considered the sound as made in the English manner. In Cl~nperp1 < 

chaparral (California), J2. is gemina.ted in order to show that the pre

ceding~ (stressed in the English pronunciation) is said as Ll:ll!-J • 

Spanish m,. Orthographically, Spa..nishLm)is both m, and!!_; the 

phonetic symbol islh'JJ. In Spanish this sound is a voiced bilabial 

nasal similar to English min !l!.2I!a.• When immediately before the bilabial 

consonants n., h., and !,, the letter a, is pron.o-unced c.mJ. In all cases 

wherein the letter m. is employed in the Spanish-derived place names, it 

is pronounced as m. in the lnglish fashion. There is, to be sure, no 

reoogni tion of A as Ltn1 in the prefix ~ in suah nall)es as San Pa}?lo 

(California and Colorado) a.n.d ~an Berne.~ino (California). 

Labiodentals 

Spanish!• Spanish i 1s a voiceless labiodental continuant made 

with the lower lip tmuching the edges of the upper front teeth. It is 

quite similar to· English! and its pronunciation in English, therefore, 

offers nothing of interest. It occurs infrequently, being employed 
, . 

chiefly in names compounded with frio. sueh e.s Ir.i.Q. Tt)'wn and fil..Q. h:!..Q. 

(Texas). 

Spanish!!. before i• Spanish !l before f. is properly a labio

dental sound, tmJ • No trace of it is found in the English pronuncia

tion of the $panish-dedved place name. San in §an Francisco and. ~ 

feroondo (Ca.lifoJ""nia), for example, is (5aenl • 

Dentals; lnterdentals 

Spanish 1• Spanish d has two sounds, a. voiced explosive sound 

and a voiced continu.a.nt or fricative sound. Spanish g_ is a voiced clen

tal explosive when it h initial in a phonic group or when it appears 

after a_ or 1,. Its place of artieulation is that of _t. Although similar 

to English .9:. it is dental, not alveolar. !ts phonetic s;ymbol is the 
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same e.s that toi• Encliah i!,. (dJ. Voiced ~ontinuant a, uoed conspicuously 

between vowels, 1& an intel'dentt,.l continuant a1n1lz.r to 31\gliGh L '3'1, but. 

bUOh wetilee~ and lens interdental. • Itn phonetic s1mbol ialal. In the 

... adQ ending d. [dl ie regu.lurly pronou.noed in slow tmd 08.reM p.ronuneia,.. 

tion, but otherw1se it is very weekly artioUlated and o!t~n altogether 

silent. When a is final in o. word but followed immediately bJ the vowel 

or consonant of another word in the arune phon1o group it is pronounced 

(ct], but when 1 t ie absolutely final before a. p,~u.se it ia pronounoed 

var¥ weakly* or. in the pronnnoiation of some, not at all. 

In the r;nglieh pronunoia.tion of the Spanish pln.o~ n..no there ia 

~lmost no reoognition made of Spanioh g,. tnglish a o~din~r11¥ oaeure in 

the Ene.lish pronunciation when th~ letter is employed., whethf'lr in an 

initial position, a.a in ~o~ine;o (Yew Mexico). and intervoo~lie, as in 

Roc1s!::Q,O (New M~1oo), or a fint~l. as in Golia,51 ('!'e-xa.a). Su.eh instanoee 

of r:nglish imitation of Spanish ,ii which occur are found. in namoa etn

ploy"in,g the -~ ending, wherein g. [ell ordint.o.ril;,y droys out in rapid or 

f3.llliliar Spa11ish sptl)ech. 1 In .\!nncJiMl:o ('l'e:xao), for exe.m:ple, •sdo 1$1 

heard as [e.do] aild l<l.O} ; and in Ze,).~do (Texas), -P-.d.o becomes both [edal 

I I 

(Te.xc.s) t. is arbitrarily inserted 'before g,, and tho 1·eiult i~[go.vd a \t.lP). 

f I 2 
andt8:nd~lupJ • this ia analogous to the phonetic treatment tbP name 

1Illite-rat~ ni~tiv.e spe*e~G of Spanish .e.re not !\\>tare th.at ~ 
existG in -rui.Q.. ..... eto. 

2
0eorg& ? • ltre.pp, ~ron,YP.Q!at ,oD .Qt QtE;01W,P.;:£~\ {1y1 i gh 1n lmP,tine: 

(New York, 1919), j JOS: 111n diale~t speech a.n. r.. ill often insorted befo:te 
o. consonant e.ft.er [~:J, na in ghalk, pronou.ncedttp:1K), ~, pronouncP.d 
[d:>:J.91 • uo!t •. q For st~indrt.i•d t-~l•-¥.}_fw:>.fJ, ~ie.ahingtonlw:>Jr.,te't\J. 
popUlar epeijQh o;ft~n be.1J(w.1: .1. p ,(w :,: J. 5, ~ t anJ • In suob. words {J.J pro
b€;b1y arises f-ror!l the diphtho~a.J. pronuncic.tion of [Jl •.. . 11 ThP symbol 
(.ll \l.aed horoin. 'by Kra}::_l is an itNerted tYJ Usf"d for th9 fricative sound of 

E. by somn phoneticians in ordel" to oontl"aet .t. in, for exwnple. such e. word 
as fhree with retroflex .t hei1.1·d. for axru.nplo • 1:n eug:i.•d in Oan.eral .h.r.ierican 
Spe<-"ch. 
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of the Deity often undergoes in this type of speeeh. 

Spanish i• In Spanish. i is a voiceless dental explosive not 

accompanied by audible breathing as in English alveolar i• Wherever 

the spelling as thas been retained in the English orthography, English 

tis used in the pronunciation in all positions. 1 Ohillieothe (Texas) 

calls for special treatment. From Spanish chilicote, the English spel

ling of ls. for i in the Texas place name exhibits orthographic proof 

of a phonological phenomenon well known to teachers of Spanish who have 

English speaking pupils in their charge. Both dental i and! in Span~ 

ish frequently strike the English ear as !,a (&J rather than! or i• 

Also, Spanish American students educated in our public schools, stu

dents whose only conception of the orthography of their native tongue 

is in terms of English orthography will substitute Bl for g_ in fil:!ll., 

for example. That the transcriber of Chi1licothe was attempting to 

indicate the 11correct 11 :pronunciation of Spanish dental!. is obvious. 

His efforts, meritorious as they were, have gone by the board. The 
, 2 

name is said asLtjil a,KCl8] • 

Spanish i is gemincted in Palmetto St&te ~ark (Texas), and 

}:i'f¼}lette4• (Oklahoma) in ord.er to indicate the pronuncie.tion of .ii as [E J 

1when i is pronounced. In rapid or careless speech 1 frequently 
drops out after A• especially in those place names employing the prefix 
Santa. Thus one hears isae na ,Fe J for Santa h (New Mexico) e.nd r pae."o 
'vozaJ for Santa Rosa (New Mexico), ete. 

2cf. Bentley,~. ill_., p. 151. Compare English hornather < 
Spanish jornada. 

3spanish: palmitg. 

4spa.nish: ~ua.nita. 
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In accordance with English orthography, which here indicates the 

anglicized pronunciation. Toma~ appears as Thomas in Santo Thoma~ (Texas). 

An example of nasal infix 1 (before i) is reflected in the angli

cized orthography of Spanish Penitente in Penintent~ ~P1.n an 
1
t:r.rd:.-i.) Peak 

(New Mexico). This pronunciation is heard not only in reference to the 

name of the peak (where the spelling exhibits the tendency toward nasal 

infix) but in reference to the Spanish secret religious order of that 

na.me, whose activities are known, in part at least,. to northern New 

Mexicans and southern Coloradans. To be sure the name, whether in ref-

t I erence to the peak or the religious order, is also heard as l Pl n c> t-xvd.1.J 

I I 

and, less frequently, as tPE.h at£"' t:r.]. 

Alveolars 

Spanish~- Spanish.§. has two sounds, a. voiceless alveolar con

tinuant sound, and a voiced alveolar continuant, which occurs only when 

before a voiced consonant. Both sounds are alveolar, qUite different 

from English dental !!_ (Sl and~ (.Z.l. Additionally, Spanish!. is silent 

1 
A phenomenon occurring in Indo-Eu.ropean langauges. Examples 

of its occurrence in En~lish are seen in the pronunciation of mighty as 
(tnG.1.nt:r.l, united as Ljl4

1
Y\<)\.-x.~t:i:dJ, etc. An example of its occurrence 

in Spanish exists in the :pronunciation of mucho asL'.rnv.v,:'-)0 l, a pronuncia
tion I have heard in the Mexican Spanish of Colorado and New Mexico. 
:Sut see Pedro Henriquez Urena in his 11El Espanol en Mejico, los Esta.dos 
Unidos y la America Centre.1 11, Biblioteca. de D!alectolog{a. His:panoamerica 
(Buenos Aires, 1938), IV, p. 374. To my knowledge no nasal infix occurs 
in the Spanish pronunciation of penitente, and, even though it should 
occur, the English pronunciation, for obvious reasons, could scareelt 
be le.belled II imitative". 
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before .r_.1 Whereve~ ~ occurs in the E~lish pronunciation of the Spanish

derived place nrune it is pronounced in accord with ~nglish sound laws. 

That so-called imitations of Sp~nish values of§. do not necessarily go con

trary to the English practice will be demonstrated. It may be added that 

Spanish voiced alveolar!. does not appeal to English ears untrained in 

Spanish phonetics ~s a voiced sound, and that English voiced dental!. is 

a quite difficult sound for the native speaker of Spanish in learning 

English. 

Ready examples of various types of the anglicization of Spanish 

j!, occur in such names as Santa ~ (New Mexico) and San ~ (California), 

where!,, in English, ~s voiced in an intervocalic position, and in such 

names as w. Yega§ (New Mexico) and San Francisco (California) where§. 

before a voiced consonant is unvoiced in English, and in such a name as 

~Ritos (New Mexico) where.§. is pronounced in English. 

The English custom of voicing i. in an intervocalic position is 

demonstrat~d in the orthography of certain names. Examples: Espinoza 

<espinosa (Colorado)t Carrizozo 2 < carrizos2 (New Mexico). Mendoza < 

mendosa (Texas). 

In some names such as Rermo§a (New Mexico) and Alanto@a (Colo

rado) dental.§. is employed regularly in the English pronunciatio~. 

11n American Spanish not only before!. but before all other con
sonants, and, when final,£ tends to dro~ out in familiar or lower class 
speech. Cf. [mi YnoJ < mismo, tlo tve. Kaba. 3 e l"o ] < 11Los Tres Oa.ballerosfl. 
This silencing of §. is never heard in the English pronunciation of the 
Spanish-derived plac6 name. 

2The last two syllables of this name have variant pronunoia
tions:[zo-.z.aJ ,[zosaJ, and[sosaJ. There is also a Carrtzozo Cr~ek 
in Cimarron County. Oklahoma. TheL2ozaJ pronunciation for~ is 
more common he.re. 
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Intervocalic~ is gemina.ted in Progresso 1 (New Mexico) in order to indi

cate its pronundation as [SJ . In some names such as Be.rbarosta (Texas), 

MaripOSfi (California). and Tularosa (New Mexico) intervooelic .§. may 

be heard as both lZJ and tSl in the Bnelish pronunciation. There is 

little in all this to further the hopes and desires of the Hispa.nophile 

who should bear in mind that there is marked variation in ~nglish in 

regard to the voicing and unvoioing of.!?. (whether the sound occurs in 

an intervocalic or in a terminal nosition). 2 Spelled as fil!_, [51 fre

quently occurs in an intervocalic position in ]Jnglish. Whm'l ~ terminates 

a. final syllable which bears no stress in tho English pronunciation, it 

is regularly saidas[sJ. :Examples may be cited iu Horn:J.tos (California), 

the Pecos River (New Mexico and, Texas), and ~ Andreas (California). 

If the final syllable receives stress in thA English prontmciation, 

final.§. is regularly voiced. This phenomenon occurs in certain pronun

ciations of Los Angeles (California) wherein les is said as Llizl , and 

in Ceres t's I y 1 z J (Oklahoma). When occurring after a voiced consonant 

cluster and when final in an unstressed syllable, Ji is usually, voiced 
I I 

in the "English pronunciation: Cµmbres l'ase (Colorado), ~ Roble 2 

and Palo§ vtrdesJ (California). 

Spanish .1,; Q. before ft. and i• In the so-called 11Spanish-Amer1can 11 

pronunciat~on, ~and£. before~ and l are pronounced according to the 

1rn Progreso (Texas) there is no gemination but the pronuncia
tion is the ~a.tne as tha.t of the lfow Mexiec.n place narne.(Pra'sv£-.50). 

2voiced and unvoiced sis heard in such words as greasy. eeYser. 
and usage, for exe.mµle. Man.v-speakers make no distin~tion between greasa 
as a ;noun. and grease as a verb; both are said a.s lS'IJ.S l 

3In the pronunciation of some, LS] is heard in Verdes. 
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ru.les stated for.§. in the foregoing section. In stand.ard 1 Castilia.n 

the sound employed for voiceless A• and .s_ before !. and 1 very closely 

resembles English [BJ ; it is phonetically represented as [&J • Voiced 

Castilian J. resembles English (tJ and its phonetic symbol is(~l. The 

English pronunciation of.;., and of Q. before~ and!. in the Spanish

derived place name bears no evidence of English awareness that a matter 

of considerable moment in the pronunciation of a Spanish sound is at 

stake. These letters are pronounced according to the English fashion. 

~ W (California.) is[
1
d£.l 

1
11.n.); :Bln,pip:itas (California) is c;in sa'nl.tes), 

~an Lorenzo (California) is[5aet'\ la'rrnzaJ, and Za.morf¼ (California) is 
I 

(za mo Y@J. When there is stress in the English pronunciation on the 

final syllable, final .a. is vo~ced; when there is no stress it is reg

ularly unvoiced. Examples; ~ [o..r. 'nuJ (New Mexico). Valdez. (vae.l
1
dE.2-) 

(Colorado), Chavez; OQuntyLtJ~v.rsJ(New Me·xico), Hernandez [hav'"'aen <h.5] 

(New Mexico). In J,:u.irez (Mexico) there is variation. Some El Pasoans 

1 Standard, of course, from the Castilian. point of view, an ar-
bitrary point of view I have been obliged to adopt for purposes of mak
ing the majority of the comparisons used in this study. But as Thomas 
Pyles points out to me in a letter (16 January 1946), 11Also Mexican 
(and South American) Spanish bears a relation to continental similar 
( it would be inaccurate to say "the same11)to that between American and 
.British English. O:f couroe the :peculiarities of American Spanish (pecu
liarities from the Castilian point of view) all appear in non-Oastilian 
apeech--that 1 s how they ~appen to be in American Spanish, just as the 
s~~posed peculiarities of American English (from the point of view of 
Rsceived Standardl all appear in some varieties of Britis~ English or 
have at some time appeared. Spenish z. is .i. not only in American Span
ish, but also in the Spanish of the linguistic ancestors of Le.tin Ameri
cans and their living continental Spanish descendants. You can get an 
idea of the oom:plexity of the probl~m from this: one would really have 
to know the linguistic geography of South and Central America: and all 
the releva.nt S-pe.nish die.~ects to make really authoritative pronounce
ments on the subject". For a study of Mexican Spanish, see Charles 
Carroll Marden' s The l?honologY Qf. Spanish Dialects tl Mexico Oitz 
(Baltimore, 1896). 
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sey[W()V'!S); others(W<Ht2J. Farther afield it is more ordinarily 
f I . I 

£.W::>YE.z.J andt,Nov
1
u.J. (Rounding of~ to [.'.>l also occurs in the El 

Pasoan pronunciation.) 

In some names oral transcriptions contribute to the use of the 

sound of [SJ rather than czJ in the English pronunciation. Examples are 

found in Lam.pas2s (Spanish, Lampa.zos) and Sgagosa 1 (Spanish, Zaragoia.), 

both of Texas. The ~ spelling used in Mescal (Arizona) • Mescaler2 

(New Mexico), and Mesguit!'l (New Mexico and Texas), is an anglicization 

indicative of the fact that.!. is not voiced in English before a voiced 

consonant, as it is in Spanish. Customary Spanish orthography uses A 

in these words, although in Mexico, for example, either!. or.!. may be 

employed, with no difference in t~e resultant sound. 

The palatalization of~ before semi-consonantal l in the English 

pronunciation will be discussed later under Spanish se~i-consonantal i. 

Spanish l• Spanish l is a voiced alveolar lateral oontinuant. 

It dif'fers from English l in that in most cases English l is art:i.culated 

not only by the tip of the tongue touching the alveoles of the upper 

front teeth but also by the back of the tongue being raised toward the 

palate. This la.st tongue movement does not occur in the articulation 

of Spanish l• Articulated- in the English manner. l appears as (l] in 

the English pronunciation of the Spanish-derived place name. Few names 
I 

require special mention here. ~ Luz (California) is said as~dt:l l<Az.] 

apparently because of analogy ,-tith names which employ the regular del 

1oompare ordinary English Saragossa. In the pronunciation of 
the name of this Texas town ca,l is never used for 2.,, which,here. is loJ 
or [ooJ . 
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1n the spelling of the prefix. In Chillicothe (Texas) l. is geminated 

medially, and in Wandell,1 (Oklahoma) it is geminated finally, for the 

purpose of indicating concomitant shortness in the preceding vowels. 

The same device is used in the hybrid, Frankell (Texas). 

Spanish J!• When initial in the syllable, when between vowels, 

01• when before ,a.n:y consonant eicept the bilabials• the velars, and !, 
Spanish .n is a voiced alveolar nasal. English 11 is pronouncPd higher 

than Spanish !l, being often poet alveolar while Spsnish B. is alveolar. 

Spanish Ahas no recognition in the English pronunciation of the Span-

ish place name. Without exception it is supplanted by English A• In 

Sent, ~ 2 (Tex~s), ~ is written and pronounced in the English fashion. 

Spanish!., !:.t.• • Spanish!. h~s two sounds. When not initial in 

a word and when not preceded by 1, !!:•or.!!.•!. is a simple vibrant. It 

is a voiced alveolar single vibrant sound qUite different from either 

British :English !. as in rn, ,America. or the customary American Eng

lish I., whieh is not even an approximation of Spanish vibrant E.• When 

initial in a word, when after 1, n,, or !. e.nd when doubled, Spanish I. is 

a voiced, alveolar, multiple vibrant sound. Trilled!. has from two to 

five vibrations. English speaking students of S~anish are usually able 

to imitate the trilled£. but it requires much practice and is difficult 

for many, although, generally, not so difficult as single vibrant!., 

which does not appeal to them as.£. at all. 

1From Spanish~ plus fil• 
/ 

Compare ~ Juan m ill:.2, (Mexico) •. 

2The Spanish orthography is retained in Santa~ (California) 
and~~ (New Mexico). The pronunciation of~' however, is [<:fnaJ. 
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In the English pronunciation of the Spanish place name there is 

no trace of either value of Spanish!., English I. being substituted in 

all positions. In the customary English pronunciation!. drops out be

fore I. in ll Porvenir (New Mexico) and before 31 in fil,_~ernardo {Texas). 

Very frequently!. disappears before g_ in ~Bernardino (California), 

and sometimes it is very weakly pronounced before 2, in Sant~ ~arb~r~ 

(California). In Monterey (California) the trilled vibrant!. r~nr~s~ntP~ 

by U. in Monterrez (Mexico) is lost in the English spelling as well as 

in the pronunciation. In Arom and El. H,Qr.Q. (Colorado), and in Chappera.l 

(California) Spanish ,tt LvJ7English I. lYJ. In Tererro (New Mexico) 

there has been a rever~al of .r.'s significant of the anglioization of 

Spanish !.• The Spanish is terrero. 

Palatals 

Spanish~. T~e Spanish digraph£!!. represents a single sound, 

a voiceless prepalatal semi-eXJ?losive very similar to Enelish ch in 

cheei:. Its phonetic symbol isl.CJ • Ordinarily, whenever it occurs in 

the tnglish pronunciation Spanish rcJ is said as LtJl • Initially, how

ever, in Chacon, Chama,1 and Chaperito 2 (New Mexico), and in Chanpera13 

4 ~ 
(California) rcJ :;,ljl • This is in line with the pronunciation of [c.l 

as L51 in ~nglisb Qhaps,S a clipped form of cnauarejos. In Tru.chy (New 

11n Oolorado. L
1

tJ~maJ. 

2Diminutive of Sp~nish cha.parro. 

3Spanish: chanarral. 

~ew Mexicans and Texans also use this variety of English as
sibilation in referri~ to Chihuahua (Mexico) and to the old Chihuahua 
Trail,tJ& 1

vva wc>J andr.Ja'w:, wal. Apropos of a more anglicized pronuncia
tion, I once heardct 1a1 h~9•h~a1 from the facile lips of a radio announcer 
whose linguistic ear-at any rate--had remained uncorrupted by the guitar 

and the m£.ntilla. 

5sometimes spelled shaps. Compare c.',-.12n-er:J. not LtJ-J in 11(sea) 

chanty 11• 
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Mexico) L2J;;.both ltJJ and[t<J. The variant English pronuneia.tion of 
I 

ttvu. K as] for this place name is of interest. It demonstrates a phenom-

enon of not infrequent occurrence in the experience of the classroom 

teacher of Spanish whose students speak English as their native tongue •. 

I 
A student attempting to pronounce tech9, for example, mq say L-te KD]. 

This association of the digraph ,rui with the sound. (Kl is quite naturally 

reflected in the anglicized spelling of Christova.l (Texas)~ Spanish '. 
/ 

Cristobal. It is reflected also in common nouns borrowed from the Span-

• Mescal,< Spanish mezcal is customarily said as [m a.s ~~l] • but it 

is sometimes seen spelled meschal. More than a hundred years ago s. 

Pattie used the spelling meschal in his !arfy Personal Narratives 

(p • .36.3): 11It is of this juice (magu.ey) they make a kind of whiskey 

l 
called llA2., mesohal, 11• Another example of ch as an orthographic rep-

2 resentation of [KJ occurs in, bt'oncho. now, ordinarily spelled bronoo 

and al.ways pronounced L bvcuJ Ko] or [ br:>~ Ko]. In chikerones 3 < 

ohicharrones. [cJ in a medial position has been replaced in spelling 

1;,y ls,, -and in pronunciation by (K) • Obviously, [KJ LL<:) is a normal 

English phonetio variation for the diagraph fill• which is, in English, 

variously pronounced as (t.P , [5 J • and [Kl• 

1see Bentley, !.Q.Q.. ill•, p. 167. 

2~ .• p. 104. 

3 
Ibid. 1 P• 1.?.0. 
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Spanish semi-consonantal 1_. In Spanish the letter i is semi

consonantal when it appears before a vowel with which it forms a syl

lable, and when preceded by a consonant; that is in the syllabic group 

of consonant .!. vowel. Similar to English z. in~ its phonetic 

symbol is cjJ. In the place names herein considered Ljl to/i'.s found to 

combine variously with !,, ~' and .Q.• \'le shall see that in the English 

pronunciation tjJ >lI.l and L~l, and, in one pronunciation of one name, 

[azJ. In some names, because of a preceding s_ or .i, according to ~ng-

lish sound laws 1. serves to producer:. J 1 and [tJ l , and thereby loses its 

identity. In certain names, with l! -t 1 -r .2., semj.-consona.nta.l 1 i:: j 1 is 

heard a.s r. j l ( which sound is most obviously in accord. with the English 

practice). 

Ljl+!a.• In the following Texas Spanish~derived place names LJl 

is heard a.s L j J because of the preceding n_: 
I . I 

Anolonia. Blanoonia~ and 
I 

l?atoni§:. 

The influence of a preceding£. causes L5l to appear in the fine,l 
_ I 1 

syllables of the following names: :Estancia [ts t.ieri 5 a], San Acp.gia. 
I 2 I J I 

l:i<:£n a Ke5a], Va1ftp.eia Lve 11. n Jal, a.nd ~ Marcial (saen mat p.l l 

(New Mexico). It is of interest to note that the same fate overtakes 

L j 1 in a common Spanish word well kno\m to Southwesterne:rs: gra.cias. 
I 

English ears interpret [sja<;>J as Lfi35J and the result is(5va. 5 as]. 

1variant: [E5 \~n $I a J. 

2§a.nA.caoio (Colorado) is saidas[.s.ien e
1
1<aeszoJ or (.-a]. 

3 I I 
L v a 1 :t I'\~ r a J and f. v el :i. "'p a 1 are also heard. These pronuncia. ... 

tions lengthen the Spa.ni sh :iylla.ble count by one. Spanish: m_-len..-fil. 
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English-speaking beginning students of Spanish are obliged to correct 

this error. Even then, their nearest, most usual interpretation is 
I 1 
tivn.sias]. 

In ~ebastia.n {Texas) there is st~ess shift to the penultimate 

in the wholly anglicized pronunciation, which is [ s a 'baes t 5 an J. 
I I I I I 

In .such nc'Ulles as Cand~laria. Ggliad. ~ Feria., Nubia, and Olivia 

(Texas) r.j1 >[rJ. 

heard. 

I I 
In Diab lo ( Calif ornis.), [d ,n c)l.b lo] and Ld 1: ae b 1 o] a.re 

[j]~.§l.• In th~ majority of the place names employing the con

sonant+ i:.jl -t ~ combination. Engli~h maintains the stress on ~• and LjJ 

it pronounced as [I] in English. Examples: ~ Cru,iente (Arizona 

and California), Fierro (New Mexico), R@,ciendiz (Texas). In Casa l?iedJ;:,a. 

(Texas) [jJ su;f'fers loss in the pronunciation of Piedra. a.s L
1

Ptdvo], and 
I 

in :familiar or jocular L deso] <. (San) ;Qiee;o (California.). In San Gabriel 

(Texas) -the stress shift in the English pronunciation to the first syl

lable in Ga,brieJ, ca.uses the complete reduction of this consonant com-

bination to [aJ • 

LjJ + ~~ In accord with the English practice (J J in San Antonio 

(New Mexico and Texas) is heard as Lj] , with. of course. reduction of 
2 / / 

.2:, to (cH ; • L j l is also heard in Qrestonio (Texas) and ~ 'Qnion (New 

Mexico). 
• I I I 

In such naJnes as Presidio. Refugio, and ~Elizarig (Texas) 
I 

In the pronunciation of Palacios (Texas) i, because of 

the preceding&., combines to produce lJJ so that Spanish (sjosJ becomes 

1tbid. Compare variant pronunciations of Estangia and Valencia. 

2some Mew Mexicans and Texans (not, ordinarily, Texas San An-
t onians ) say [ ~ r.' to Y\ I: o J • 
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English r.5esJ. The .Q. + cj1 + Q.. combination in CQnce;pcion (Texas) becomes 

LJah) in English. which is the result of stress shift from the final to 

the penultimate syllable. lil'othing whatever that is Spanish about the 

name remains except its spelling. 1 The Qonception Mission near San 

Antonio, Texas reflects the anglicized spelling as well as the 

pronunciation. 

Spanish z.. The sound of Spanish z. (orthography z., hi; phonetic 

symbol(~]), when initial in a syllable, is usually a voiced palatal 

continuant or fricative. 2 There is a stronger palatal friction than 

in the l. of English ~.. Spanish consonantal z ~ English L) l in those 

place names employing the letter, which is not of frequent occurrence. 

A few New Mexican names will illustrate the English pronunciation: 
I I \ • 

A.rro:yescorreva J£~Ko], Arroyo Hondo L.iet~jc> ho.'(\.doJ, yhimaz9 [t5amo.)o) 

Go:yot, [Ko.1.
1 
jou t1 J , 3 It may be remarked that for the better English 

approximation of Spanish consonantal values. it is most fortunate 

that Xerba, an older spelling of hierba, is used in those place 
I 

names which employ the word. Pronounced as ( j /1.t b a) it occurs, 

for example, in Yetba Buena.4 and Yerb~ Linda (palifornia). No trace 

1.Although Missouri I s Spanish-derived place names are outsid_e the 
scope of this present study, it is of interest to note that in Oon;e]• 
lliA (Missouri) even t,he Spanish orthography has suootunbed to the English. 

2other values of Spanish~ do not concern us here. 

3 L j1 is pronounced by relatively few speakers. 1/ ery, very fre
quently it is omitted. 

4 I I 1 A more customary pronunciation of Yerba :Buena is c. s00 -t 0..1.l. ari • 
Although Spanish atmosphere-conscious Californians struggle for the reo~ 
ognition of Yerba. :Buena. this island is to my knowledge more frequently 
called ~ i sl@d. 
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of L ~ J resembling English g_ in gem is ever heard in the English pronun

ciation. In emphatic Spanish speech semi-explosive L;l often appears 

:for C ~1 when in an accented position or when immediately after l or 11• 

One hears it in emphatic Spanish ZQ. .rul ll• To my ear, 'lQ. so pronounced 

sounds like i:30J tending toward Ld_;oJ • In English, LJJ is, of course, 

never used initially. 

Spanish ll• In Castilian, ll is a voiced lateral palatal; thP. 

phonetic symbol isl!J. In western hemisphere Spanish, ll. is reg

ularly pronounced in the same way RB Spanish L'f l. Reflections of the 
I 

subscription to ;veismo in the Spanish of the western half of the world 

appear in American English imitations of the sound, which imitations 

evidence themselves in two wars (1) by infrequent substitution of1j1 for 

ll. and (2) by the more frequent pronunciation of -illo and-~ endings
1 

as (.IoJ or lraJ. Examples oeour in New Mexico's :Bernalillo (\il'herein 

both c-roJ andr-:xJoJ are heard), Oer1llos r_-iosJ, and Costilla [-ial; 

in the Texas towns of :Soguilla.s L-i asl • Caiiutillo L-i.aJ. and~ Villa 

~iaJ. Elsewhere than in the Te~as Rio Grande and in New Mexico2 in

tervocG-.lic ll. ordinarily becomes LJ.l. Examples: Am§\rillo (Texas)., 

~allena, O~marillo. F,e.rallo4es (California), and Cebolla (Colorado). 

11nclusive of the plurals. 

2variations, of course, occur in these areas. fil. Valle (New 
Mexico) is [_£l.

1 vae.l.11. The Ga.llin:~s River (on the maps, Rio Gallina~) 
in New Mexico is pronounced by the English element in the Itas Vegas 
vicinity as(gC1.1 )iY\asJ,Csa'j:i..V'liHJ. and (~0.1.

1
1-Y\~SJ, but in southern New 

Mexico one hel;lrsLsa'.li.Y\a5J. In the Q:allinas Qr~udG in the Oklahoma pan
handle ll is (l J , and G-a.lepa (£ ga.llin£!:). another bit of orthographic 
Soonerese, leaves no doubt as to its pronunciation~ Other names might 
Qe listed. These serve merely as examples. 
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Initially, ll. is of infrequent occurrence in the Spanish-derived 

place names included in this present study. It occurs in little known 

~la.gas Creek (California) where it is usually pronounced as Ljl •1 In 

Lls.no
2 

(Texas) 11 is Lll , h aenoJ. 

In Texas • .Barill& in the Barilla Mountains and Hills of this name 

is pronounced C.be1,ial and Lbc:>1v.rhJ but in the .Barela M.~ (Colorado) the 

name is pronounced as lb&
1
nl a J • Both names are from Spanish barril:la. 

fba~ijaJ • and each exhibits vaeying degrees of at3glicization in its 

orthography. Four names employing z. c jl for ll appear in Texas; Toyah, 

Toyahvale. Toyah Lak~. and Toyah River. Toyah is from Cuban Spanish tolla. 
In~ Jolla (California), on the other hand, we find that ll. is ~mploye~ 

for ')L in the spelling. The pronunciation of ll here is Lj 1 • 

Spanish n,. Spanish n is a voiced palatal nasal. Its phonetic 

symbol is [~l • Spanish [ is a single and uniform sound; not a double 

sound, such as the English .n_+i_ in union. In the Spanish-derived place 

names included in this study ji has various values ascribed to it in the 

English pronunciation. New Mexicans and Texans make somewhat better 

approxin1ations of [ 01 than are made elsewhere in the Southwest and in 

California. In the majority o:f cases wherein ,a occurs in the place 

names of New Mexico and Texas, the English C~jl frequently (customarily 

in some) a:p:pears for Spanish qp. Examples: Lope:no, §rJ.lineno (Texas), 

½he name is sometimes bee.rd as [.1.
1

J.<1.sasJ and(le'a.gasl. 

25ha.fer, Q.12.•-Sil•• pp. 239-242, listsr:1
1
laetioJ and(J.0..

1

0.nol 
for Llano (California). He thinks these pronunciations indicate an at
tempt to pronounce two 11 1 s together, thus reflecting the influence of 
the 11school 11 or Castilia.n pronunciation of ll asC!l. To metla.'o.."'ol 
is suspect because of the principle of rhythm stress in English speech, 
which, here, would impose upon this tri~yllable (in the English pronuncia
tion, but a dissyllable in Spanish) the XIX pattern. lt seems to me that 
(.la 1

<l. r\o l would be e. more likely English pronunciation. If native speakers 
of English :really sa.yU.a. 1 o..t\o}, this pronunciation achiE1ves the not un
important distinction of being a phonological hapax leg9men9n among the 
Spanish-derived place names included in this study, since in no other 
instance (to my knowledge) does English (under ordinary speech conditions) 
preserve all the long vowel sounds in any given trisyllabic place name. 
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C@Qnes, ~ ~ :1spa.noll\.l Penab;J,anoe, £enaseo, 2 Pinon 3 (New Mexico). 

In nearly all names employing canon, the spelling has become canYon.4 

• 
Examples: Cawon (California and Texas) t Qan.von :aianso (New Mexicol 

Can.yon DiabJ.!2 and Madere Qa.nr9n (Arizona). 

In some names the tilde is no more than a graceful scribal 

flourish. E:xamples: Nina.vie)! (Colorado), :Bolinas, Point l!nQ. Nueyo, a.nd 

§µiioJ, (California.). In Ca.nutillg (Texas) i is also L.nl .' 

Velars 

Spanish£., !t• and k• When Spanish Q. occurs before~ • .Q., or l!• 

and when it occurs before a consonant, it is(Kl. A voiceless velar 

exploei~e, the sound is similar to English !f., but there is no aspira

tion. Since£ in English has the value of (Kl undat the above rumied 

cond.itions we can expect no development of interest here. 

In the digraph !!!! (Kl , l! is silent in Spanish. Silent 1!, is 

1Loss of n also occurs in this and the preceding name. Variant - . ' proxi.unciations are(ES Pa noulaJ andf,da.na atnilJ. , 

2There is also a Peneaseo (New Mexico) and a Fenascg River (New 
Mexico). The vowel ~ in the name of the to-wn is an orthographic re
flection of what frequently occurs in. the anglicized prommt.d~tion of 
this name. Here then_, rather its attempted pronunciation by native 
speakers of Engllsh, has generated the extra vowel sound, which, in 
turn is represented by .!}. in the orthography. U.S. lij.ghway 80 crosses 
the fenaaco River below Artesia., New Mexico, and here and in the Pecos 
Valley the name of the river is ordinarily pronounced( 1Prn1:'ae $ t<oJ. 

3In Pin.on (Colorado) n is preserved. 

4Q,anon Q,llLc.'K~hjanJ (Colorado) is an exception. 

SThe Velasquez Spanish ... ]nglish dictionary (New !cork:, 194'.3), 
lists a variant spelling of this word; ~anutillo. 
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observed
1 

in the English pronunciation of Bosguaville (Texas),~

querque, Atargue. Bosque, and Gran Quivira (New Mexico). Quivira (New 

Mexico), however, is also pronounced lKwI 1viraJ, and in San ~uentin (Cali

fornia) [wJ is alw~s pronounced: f.sarn I 
KW 1 nt I) J -

The sound LKJ represented by k_ does not oocur in the Spanish 

spelling of aey place name included in this study. Kinta 2 (Oklahoma) 

emplo~s k for g31 in the anglicized spelling. 

Spanish f!..• ~'hen before!:.• .2,, !!, and when before a consonant, 

and when befor~ !. or i in the groups oue and .9.!!-1,, and in all these 

oases when initial in a phonic group, or when after~• g_ is a voiced 

velar explosive csJ. Voiced velar continuant/!.. (-SJ is used in all other 

cases except before the groups~ and g!_ wherein g_ is (~J. Before~ or 

1 in the groups gue and ruu_ the point of contact is farther to the front; 

othervise [91 is similar to English [81 in gs_ and m. 
Obviously in accord with the English practice, g_ is heard as 

(81 in the English pronunciation of such place names as Granada and 

~ Gatos (California), Garcia and a Ggrita (Colorado), Gallegos (New 

Mexico), ~ (Oklahoma), and Goli{¾i. (Texas). 

In relation to continuant & [13"J it is of interest to note the 

pronunciation of~ as it appears in this place name stuey. Spanish 

I I i ( 
(a-ewaJ frequently becomes la wa) in Mexican Spanish (.~l in an inter-

vocalic position is very weakly pronounced in Castilian). In~ 

Caliente (California) and in!™- ll:1a. (New Mexico) ~ is pronounced 

l / 
As also in risgu,e, sobriquet,™• etc. 

2spanish: guinta. 
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as la.waJ and ia.swaJ 1 by the English element; but in~ Dulce and 

Arn. Nueva (Texas) [
1

a.waJ appears to be the established English pro

nunciation. In Saguache ( Colorado) £1:tJ is silent. In GuaJi,11,Q, (Texas) 

pronounced as (wa
1

hiaJ I we have one of the English orthographic modi ... 

fications of Spanish huajillo. Another is ju.agilla. 2 

Although L~J as a velue for g is of infreguent occurrence in 

the Spanish-derived place name of the Southwest, its treatment in the 

English pronunciatior1 merits notice. In Argenta a.nd §an Angelo (Texas), 

Los Angeles (California and Texas), §an Geronimo (California and New 

Mexico) and Geronimo (Arizona and Texas) 1 L ~J 7[d;l , with the exception 

of the variant pronunciations of Los Angele§ (California) wherein l~l 
I I 

also ~ [91 • The pronunciations l vaF:z. Y.Io J and L va F'-lYl a J for Refugio 

(Texas) provide a noteworthy example of the English solution for a 

difficult case.of hiatus. HereLXl :;d.YJ.3 The usual :English substitute 

for L'(l appears in Q:ih (New Mexico), pronounced as [hi l 01 . 

4 
In the English pronunciation, silent s. is observed after c.. cgl 

in the following names: Aguilare~ 5 and Guerra (Tex.as), Dominguez (New 

Mexico), San Miguel (California and New Mexico). 

lThere are other pronunciations, but here we are concerned solely 
with (~J. 

2see Harold w. Bentley, A Dictionaty Qi. Spanish Terms 1A English 
(Columbia University :Press, New York, 1932), p. 146. 

Jrn an English modification of chapareJos. g_haparera§, L~l 
{ orthography, J) also becomes [Yl • Elbert Hubbard uses this anglicized 
version in The Philistine (Sept., 1899), p. 126: 11To promote him 
further would be to invite him to swing his chapararas astride the neck 
of freedom .... u See Harold W. :Bentley, 1-Qst. ill•, P• 119. 

4compare the English practice in gnidance, gu.ilg. guilt. etc. 

Sin Aguilar (Colorado)Lgi1 >lewxJ. 
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Spanish semi-consonantal:!!• Semi-consonantal:!!, in Spanish is 

similar to English~ in~•. This sound is given to Spanish:!!, or ID! 

when it comes immediately before a vowel with which it forms a syllable. 

This sound is also given to :g,_ when it appea:rs with the diaeresis• thus: 

'!!· Semi-consonantal J! is ordinarily said as r.wJ in the English pronuncia

tion when it occurs before !. and~• but LvvJ >lX'-'l, 1.;u.1 • and Lu) in 

some names wherein it precedes~ and 1• In two names l'-"'l >{IJ. 

twJ + ~• In ~ Caliente (Arizona and California). in ~ ltl.a, 

(New Mexico), and in~ Du.lee (New Mexico), lwl is pronounced as tvvJ. 

In names employing Juan. such as S13n ~ Bauti,sta (California) r.wl is 

said as lwJ. Colorado has a Wgp:.1.nita Hot Springs, and Oklahoma possesses 

a !f.rn. and a Wand,ell, 1 
as well as a WAnette, 2 which serve as examples of 

English transcriptions of Juan and names employing it with some combining 

form. In Guadalupe (California, New Mexico, and Texas) lWl is ordinarily 

heard as lwJ, but in Texas the first syllable of this name is also pro

nounced as cs o. ... d J an~ r. sHd l with loss of L~l. In Anahuac, QsranchtlEh 

and. Gµa.jiJ.lo (Texas), in ~~ (Colorado), and fu. Juana (Oali:fornia) 

c.wJ is employed for semi-consonantal !¼, in the English pronunciation. 

Chenangg (Texas) furni~hes an example of aphesis involving initial fl as 

well as ~- Ohena.ngo 1s an aphetic form of {l_µach~ ptmgn. 

1compare t!'!i!Andel [,N a."'-
1

dt:l]. This was the Christian name of a 
college classmate of mine in New Mexico. The name is a shortened form 
of~~ ~Rio. Clearly, the ancestry of the classmate so christened 
is not Spanish. It would scarcely occur to Spanish-speaking people to 
call a daughter the equivalent of J.ohn Qi. the. 

2This name is said to have bean transcribed by a postmaster who 
could not spell Juan.it~. It is pronouncedLw:>'nt:.tl,(wo.'W\L-tl. See C. 
N. Gould, Oklahoma Place Na.mes (University of Oklahoma Press, Norman, 
1933) I P• 87 • 
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[wJ + Jl• English observes [wJ in such nM1es a.s Cuero and 

Cuevita§ (Texas), Cuerv2 and k Cuey$ (New Mexico), Point Arro!ello 1 

(California). and Pu.ebl2 2 (Texas). In fµ.e~tg ~ ~ (New Mexico) 
I 

is heard in l P w nto J, but in Puerto Rico ( Te:.r..e.s) ,:_U?.rt Q is pronounced 
I I 

LP:n·ta J or ll'oY-taJ with loss of LwJ. In :Buena.Vi§ta3 (Colorado, New 

Mexico, and Texas) :Buena is said astbz:,u,~l ;[wl > (1.u.J and l8J suffers 

loss. In :Bun.avist& (Texas). a town tttorn of the [late] war and. the 

government for the production of synthetic ru.bber 11, 
4 

the orthography 

has been altered to suit the e.nglicized pronunciation. 

Waco (Texas) from Spanioh hueeo is an example of an English 

transcription of a S:pani$h name which preserves not only semi-consonantal 

lwlbut the so\llld of the following (@l as well. Aside from frequentlr 

diphthongized [EH) :for Spanish (eJ and niphthongized r.ooJ for Spe.nish 

{OJ, this English pronunciation is one of the better imitations of the 

Spanish. attributabl~, to be sure, to the anglicized spelling of huec9 

( 
I I 

a.s WacQ. Hu~rf?Jl~. Colorado) is he~rd a.sl;>YF~no] ,Lw£rFanoJ, and 

' (W.l\r FeY\oJ; while P.l [.uer;fano, in New Mexico, a mounts.in peak. is 

1spanish: argiiello .. 

2tn Texas this name is pronouncedl
1
Pw£.bl~J andl

1
PweblaJ, but 

in ColoradolwJ >('IlA.] 01·c.;"'-J. Colorado pronunciations vary. The usua.l 
:pronunciation, ho·wever, is[PIU.

1EbloJ or(Pj1A.1&bloJ with loss of (Ill in 
rapid pronuncic;:.tion,['1>j~blo] . Older Texans and Oklahomans may use the 
pronunciation[PIU. 1~blol and(.t>u.'aeb1ol in reference to the Colorado 
~Pittsburgh of the West", which is ijetter known to the majority of the 
citi.zens than the small Texas place of the same name. 

:3writte:o. pu.e&:: Yista. in Colorado and New Mexico. 

4 ( tllAbu.sed Spanish• Place Names in Texas 11 Americ,;,p §peach, 
October, 194L~). p. 238. 
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~wcuFaho]and; indicative of this :pronunciation for ~. El_ Hv-arf'a,n,ito 

is the name given a lesser peak in its vicinity. Th~se names are the 

equivalent of "the orphan 11 and 11the little orphan 11• The English pro

nunciation gives apparent evidence of the fact that it is influenced 

by e.wareness of the 3£nglish translation. 

w + 1· Somi-consonantal y_ (.w] appears befort> 1. in very 

few of the place names with which we are here concerned. In the names 

employing ~. such as Don !,y.is (Arizona), ~ X,uis ( Colorado 1311.d New 

Mexico), ~ Luis Re;[ and ~ ~ Obi§D9 (California), lwl 71.u1; as 

l"'-1 it bears the stress in the English pronunciation. Thus, Spcw.ish 

' • ' l ' (lw1.5] '> English l.lU.I5l orclu.asJ • In Ru.idO!!{ii (Texas) end Ruidos_g -
(l{ew Mexico) LYWil ::,[-,ia]. 

I 
:Both names are pronounced[ l iadosaj. The 

:phonological chane;e that this name undergoes is of some moment. From 

an iambic trisyllable in Spanish it becomes a four-syllabled name with 

troohaic stress in English. In New Me~ico the name is applied to a 

district in the mountains beyond Roswell where .Roswellites build cabins, 

and where they fish in the mountain stream. It is referred to a.s "the 

Ru.idoso11 or 11up in the Ruidoso". The oiaJ for [vwi.J could be the 
/ . 

result of analogy with the much more fre11.uent riQ. pronounced as (Yl."') , 

which means ri V§t • In any event , such a. comb inat i ou as ( Y- w i 1 is too 

u.n-English to have had much chance to survive. 

Spanish .J.. Spanish j_ is a voiceless velar continuant; Hs phone•t

ic symbol is rxl. Since t~l is a sound that does not occur in present 

1In Colorado, frequ.entlyll u J. l . 
it is in Colorado, when §.,is pronounced. 
I
~ I 
~le" l 141 :; ] • 

I 
In California, Lluas l • as 
§!ill Loll~§ Paas in Texas is 
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English, the English pronunciation when imitative of Spanish substitutes 

thl, which is no more than a weak pharyngeal aspiration. T-he substi

tution of Lhl for L~l is not uncommon in the English pronunciation of 

the Spanish-derived place names em_ploying j_, and helps bolster the pop

ular but erroneous idea that the Engl:tsh :pronunciation of §an J.Q..Wi (Cali

fornia and Mew Mexico) as [5aen ho 
1
z.eJ ( which in rapid, familiar speech 

4 

I -
becomes [ ,sae.n a i.e. J ) is quite in keeping with the Spanish ma.nner; when. 

the truth of the matter is, it is precisely in the attempted pronuncia• 

tion of the Spanish consonants that the veneer of English imitation wears 

ver~. very thin. 

Throughout the southwestern United States and California. \.n1 ~eo 

is heard in such place names as frifole, Gua.iillo. !ill:.~ (Texas), 

Jemes, l&. Jara, La.joYB. (New Mex.ioo), Jarosa. Lia, Jara, and ~ !IY:Ata 

(Colorado), El. Qa,ion, 
1 M2,1ave, and San Jose (California). 

In some mes LO ;,,[ojJ• Examplect Ja;eobia and ~ Jacinto 2 

(Texas). 

!n names employing~ J. is silent in the English pronunc1a

tion.J Examples: the~~ Mo:q,ntain§ (Color~do), San Juan Bautist~ 

and fu Jµaµa. (California). In 1'la.nettec::.Juanita and Wann-<.Juan 

(Oklahoma), and in Wa.µnita. M, Snrings (Colorado), orthographically 

and. phonetically, Sp<a.D.ish ..i 11taltes the eount 11• In San Joaquip 

1In Colorado it is Cahone. an anglicized spelling which pre
serves the sound of lhJ ,cu. 

21n San JacintQ (California)lhl 4 (-X.J seems to be predominant; 
althotlgh this name a:pooopated to San ~ testifies to [.1' l > CtJ 31 • 

'.3:mxeeptions occur: [hJ ""l~l is heard, but infreq_ue11tly. 
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( California.) .J. is silent •1 Sometimes J. is heard as Lhl in Juarez (Mex

ico), but the customary English pronunciation does not include this ap

proximation of \.U . 

Medially, in M§:ljame.r (
1
»r<El a 1

ma..1:J (New Mexico) j_ is lost in 

the English pronunciation. Loss of J. frequently occurs 1ntervocal1cally 

in such names as Armijo and Yerm1jo2 (New Mexico), Conejos 3 (Colorado), 

and Sej1ta (Texas). 

Spanish l".)J • When A comes before a velar consonant it 1s a 

voiced velar nasal (t)l . Spanish velar A is similar to English !!&, in 

Since this value for n befnre a velar consonant also occurs in -
English, it is. most obviously, to be expected that in the English pro

nunciation (l)l is heard before St and g_ in such place names as .Blanco 

(California, Oklahoma, and Texas), Dyrango (Colorado and Texas), and 

g1ncon {California and New Mexico). In ~Angeles
4 (California and 

Texas) and 1n ~ Angelo (Texas) l~l 7 (nJ (a result of the English pro

nunciation of g_ a.s (d-sJ .5) 

½he l"-VJ heard in(,saen W<l
1
Ki.hJ results from tu coming before 

CoJ and (al in hiatus. That English ears should have interpreted un
stressed, rapidly executed l~oa) a.s (wa.J is not surprising. 

2In this and the foregoing place no.t1e (Xl 7 lh) in the variant 
pronunciation. 

3Also(K~'~ehosj, but infrequently so. Ordinar11y,[Ka 1ne as]. 

4Always LnJ in the Texas town of this name. In Angeles in the 
name of the California city n is both (~l and Lr)l • 

5some speakers sc..y[la.s 
1
CJensalrsJ for ~AngAl§s (California). 

It is possible that Angeles in w_Angeles (California) has more variant 
English pronunciations than any given place name in the United States. 
The only values that recur stably in these variants a.re l'otl for e:, and 
[ll for 1. in 4ngelea. 



CHAPTER III 

Stress 

In this discussion of stress. Spanish stress will be tree.ted in 

its simplest form, that is, stress in isolated words. Every word in 

Spanish has a fixed accent on one of its vowels, to which the Spanish 

ear is very sensitive. Placing the accent where it does not belong, 

then, is an egregious error. The principal accent rules are given here

with: (1) Words tha.t end in a vowel or in the consonants A or .fi are 

stressed on the penult (2) Words that end in a consona.nt (1.ncluding z.), 

except !l. or §., a.re stressed on the last syllable (3) Word.a that do not 

conform to the above rules have a written accent mark(') over the vowel 

that bears the stress. 1 

Examination of the Spanish-derived place names appearing in 

Leonard's Guid~, ninth edition, 2 reveals that names employing trochaic 

and iambic rhythm ( in the English pronunciation) occur in very nearly 

equal ratio •. Throughout the territory under consideration names of 

two, three, and four syllables preponde:rate. Na.mes of three syllables 

1- I ✓ t -:1.·oma.s Navarro y Tomas and Aurelio M. 'Espinosa, .2n.• .d:!,., :Pll• 
9-10. 
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are predominantly iambic and their number very nearly tallies with that 

of the two ~nd four-syllabled names, which are predominantly trochaic. 

We shall consider first those names wherein English apparently observes 

the Spanish accent. It will be seen that, in the majoritf of instanees, 

the inglish pronunciation puts some stress upon the syllable originally 

stressed in Spanish. 1 

All Spanish dissylla.blee \\Tith penultimate stress would nature}.ly 

I I 

have U.'lchanged stress in the English pronuneiation: Alma and JUpco 

(California and Okls.hol!k"l.), Chico (California, New Mexico. and Tex.as), 

I I 
the Pecos Riv~r (New Mexico alld Texe.s), Jemes (New Mexico). 

Some Spa.nish dissyllables vith final stress are so stressed in 

English. ~heir treatment in EnGlish falls in two separate classes. If 

the first syllable be not altogether reduced, the stress tends to shift, 

so that in the pronunciation of a place name such as Raton (New Mexico) 
I 

one may hea.rC.,vceton J , l'Yc2'ton J , and LY~ 1ton J • The level stress 

in the second given pronunciation is analytical, and such stress occurs 

(in the English pronunciation) in other tvo-syllabled names2 bearing 

final stress in Spanish. ~hese names exhibit, as well, the stress vari

ations noted j_n either the first or the third or in both the first and 

third phonetic transcriptions of fu,l.ton. Exanrples: 

( ) 
' I I I I l] Texas • No.gal [.no scel J I [_ l"\O <2,<:el] t [ no ,s ae (New 

I 
( •.re:xae) • 'Rincon ( 1 \' 1 t') 1<.o n]. 

1It will be obvious that this is not to be ascribed to the in
fluence of the Spanish phonetic system. 

4ro be s'Ul'e level stress oceure in English itself, especially, 
perhaps, in General American English: 1 Chest 'nu:!f. 'fore•~. 1

f¾. ~-
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LYLI') Kon J , lYI~,i<ori l (New Mexico). In a two-syllabled Spanish name 

wherein English observes final syllable stresst the stress remains stable 2 

when the vowel in the first syllable is completely reduced. Examples: 
I 

l3elen Lb4'lltnl (New Mexico), Mesquite (.rna5
1
Kit](New Mexico and Texas), 

Mesca.l Lt'tlas 'K~lJ (Arizona). 

Some degree of stress is ordinarily accorded to the penultimate 

syllable which bears the stress in the three-syllabled Spanish place 

name) Marked initial stress, however, regularly results in the Eng

lish pronunciation of this type of name when the vowel in the first 

syllable is :followed by a consonant cluster, as in Costilla. [K-;,s
1
ti j el, 

' 
I , . I I . . 4 ( 
[K:>s;ti.Ja],[.1<..::ist1.)a] New Mexico). Other examples include Alturas, 

lrhis and the following stress pattern occur in the pronuncia
tion of Rincon (California) with this difference: LoJ ~ [G\J. 

2stable under ordinary speech conditions. But if the principle 
of contrast is involved, here., as elsewhere, the oontrasted. syllable, re
gardless of customary stress, arbitrarily may receive the stress in the 
contrasted pronunciation. Thus: c.'b,d:c h J not Lb~l:i:nJ ; l1-"""5 Kii.J not 

l~ £$ 1<ii:J I 

3For comparative purposes it seems pertinent to note here that 
English (as would a:tf3" given language, to oe sure) from its earliest his
tory ha.s regulated the stressing of borrowed words so that in such stres
sing there shall exist no contra.diction to its own stress laws. In re
gard, for example, to OE trisyllabio Latin loans, Pyles, .Qll,_. al., p. 
89.5, note, has the following to say: 111lecause a learned loan word or a 
foreign word •,,as not likely to be completely isolated from 1.ts original, 
it is reasonable to infer that a Latin word of three or more syllables 
with the accent not on the initial syllable in Latin bore in OE a secon
dary stress (sometimes approaching full stress) on the syllable originally 
stressed in the Latin word. The inference has some support in the fact 
that in a few isolated cases the syllable stressed in the original bears 
the alliteration in verse, a most unlikely occurrence if the Latin stres$ 
had not in some degree been retained. u He cites ~ltare. C1:ilenda1a, 
✓ .. ✓ ' eastelles, cometa. and others. 

4The variant pronunciations here given reflect the stress treat
ment observed in .Raton, Coroal, etc. Also t:>J in the first syllable of 
Costilla is said as (ol , but as this does not affect stress, it is, 
therefore not listed above. 
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Andrade. Balboa:. Cabrillo, ReJ2resa1 San Pablo. and San Pedro. all of Cali

fornia. and all bearing marked initial stress in the ~nglish pronuncia

tion. Not infrequently the initial stress is so strong that is results 

in level stress on the first two syllables, or in primary stress on the 

first syllable of the foregoing and like na.mes1 in the manner d.emonstrated. 

above in the two last-listed pronunciations of Costilla. Although ini-

tial syllable stress regularly occurs in a heavy first syllable, it is 

prone to oocur before the tonic syllable in many of the three-syllabled 

place names, wherein the consonant is intervocalic in relation to the 

first and second syllables. The following names serve to illustrate this 

I I I t 2( ) practice: Nogales (,no caaelis J , [ -no ~ael i:s J , [M ,sae.l. :i:.s J Arizona , 

GoJ.eta l
1
130

1
litaJ, lso l.i ta],(~o,l.i.ta J (California), Clarita 

I I I 1 • I 
[Kl aev it a], l Klat Y i. t e J , l\<. l. an ,.1. -t e] (Oklahoma), Coyot.e, £. Ko.I o t :r. l , 

t I 

I I I ( ,...., I 11. 
L1<.~rot1:J 1 LKOI. 10 t1) New Mexico), LopenoL,lo Pinja] ,[lo Pin)a], 

[lo_P.i.l"ljoJ
3 

(Texas). When English puts no stress on. the first syllable 

of the three-syllabled place name originally stressed on the penult 
4 

in Spanish, the result is reduction, with ordinarily stable stress in 

the English pronunciation. Examples: :Bonit& (ba'ni.ta), Dinero[da 1
'f\£YO) 

I 
(Texas), Ga.rita. t.9a 1Yi-taJ, LaplatA Lla PJ.~ta] (New Mexico), Palouta 

l I I I J'd J Compare English dictator: Ldz kt et r J' [d I.Kt et: ,[ I K.,tetr • 
I 

2
The order in which these pronunciations occur (together with all 

others herein listed uertinent to stress) in no wise indicates prevalency, 
unless choice is indicated in a given transcription. 

JBoth topeng and Qoyot§ have variant pronunci&tions. but since 
the stress remains essentially unaffected, these are not listed here. 

4As it characteristically is, to be sure, when English does not 
observe stress on a syllable in l:.nY given position. 
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LPa'l om al (California.). 

In the place names included in this study. the Spanish trisyl

lable with final stress is of infrequent occurrence, and in the English 

pronunciation it is arbitrarily stressed heavily on the first syllable, 

so that the 1.x.1 pattern results. The stress on the first and last syl

lables of such names is quite frequently level; a.gain, because of sen

tenee rhythm, which involves, always, the intention of the speaker, the 

stronger stress ma;s-be applied to either syllable. It is very frequently 

1 
applied to the first syllable. Thus. Monterey (California) may be said 

I I I l 12 
as l ~o.n -ta ,ve1. J ,l\'ria.V\ :\;a verJ. and Lr"°'" -t ~ 'YeI: by the same speaker 

during the recounting of a single incident. because of the changing 

rhythmic requirements imposed upon him by various psychological factors 

which account in part. at least, for the position which he gives the 

name in any given sentence. Names which exhibit shifting stress, such 

as that noted in Monterey. occur elsewhere, of course, in California, 

and in hrizoti.a, New Mexico, Oklahoma. and Texas. They are of more fre-
. 3 

quent occurrence in California, New Mexico, and Texas. Of especial 

interest are four of New Mexico's place names which fall in this present 

stress. 

1Especially if the word following the name begins with primary 
I ' Example: What about that Monterey passenger list? 

2Also, I have occasionally heard ~mo.~\cHl]. While this seem• 
ingly points to British English usage. wha.t oftsr \'Y\0Yl'J l • a variant 
pronunciation for Oima;r;:on in Colorado, where anything save General 
American English is uncommon? It seems to me thatL'-M~'1\-t~YLl is no more • "::British" than[5Im c:)Yrt l. Either of the pronunciations may be regarded 

• as a reflector of the strong tendency toward initial stress. a tendency 
charaoteristic of·the English language. 

3see Bentley.~- ill•• pp. 222-226; 230~235. California has 
approximately fifteen three-syllabled names bearing in Spanish final 
stress; New Mexico has about twenty; Texas a dozen or so. 
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category because of the prefix §Jm.: San Fidel. §ll Marcia;l;. San Miguel. 
l 

s.nd San lle.f'ael. San does not customarily undergo aphesis (as does I.as 

before Yega.s and Oruces--names which bear primary stress) in the Eng

lish pronunciation of these names, wherein it ah,ays bears some stress, 

• not infreq_uently primary. as t.saer. ma~-5El.], and often level, as (saen 

' • h'laY5~l], and, of eou.rse, with stronger stress on the final syllable 

' csaeV\ w-.ev 5 d]. Similar variations m03 be heard in the remaining three 

names given above, in~ Jose 2 (California and New Mexico) and in other 

names similarly employing the prefix~ before a dissyllable with final 

stress. 3 However, it is not to be presumed that~ receives marked 

stress only in the above or like names. Not only San, but the articles 

ll., w_, and k.2..i_, and the contraction ~ may reoei ve primary or level 

stress, especially when they precede na3nes beginning with a consonant, 

which circumstance produces a heavy first syllable, and, in English, 

1The last two syllables of Rafael are always syncopated to lFtl] 
in the English pronunciation. 

2This is news to Robert L. Shafer who brushes aside San, SantA 
ll, Del. and Los with a summary 11These words seldom bear a:ny accent, 
never more than a secondary accent." (See Shafer, .Qll• ill•• PP• 239-242.) 
He gives the assertion herein quoted as his reason for not repeating the 
prefixes in the pronunciations of names wherein they occur. It must be 
obvious th.at Shafer is devoted to the task of convincing his readers 
that Californians pronounce their Spa:t.ish place names almost exactly 
after the Spanish manner, and it must be equa..11.y obvious that anyone 
so :patently interested in putting over a 11:pronunciation program" cannot 
be relied upon; furthermore, if speakers of English consistently slight 
these prefixes according to Shafer's declaration. we should like to 

/ 
hear him explain, for example, how the language arrived at lariat c::.l!!, 
x:ee.ta. 

3:Names such as Santa h (New Mexico) and Santa Cruz (California), 
with final stress in Spanish, make, in English, identical rhythmic pat
terns with §An.~. 1x1. They exhibit, as well. the same stress 
variations. 
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hea'V¥ syllables are often stressed. Examples: I I I 
!!. ~or El 

1
&mQ. 

(Oklahoma), 1Del 'H!Y: or 

Yegas (New Mexico), 
I 

I 
Los 

'M ,M.& (California), 1 ~ 'Vegas or 

Uha.yez or •~ Cha.ye~1 (New Mexico). 
I 

I 

Lil 

La is 

ordinarily stressed or unstressed in the English ~ronunciation accord

ing to whether or not it precedes a name with a stressed syllable. Here 

rhythm stress is involved: 
I 

~ Junt~ [ la h "n-taJ ( Colorado) • but ~ 

Gari ta t'Ia. sa'vi ta] (Colorado). The tendeney towards aphetic familiar 

forms such as V~gas for w_ Vegas (Bew Mexico), Pt-dro for San Pedro 

(California.) etc. seems to be more pronounced in relation to names be

ginning with a.~ accented syllable. However. the article may be dropped 

before some names employing iambic rhythm. For example, Cerillos (sa'.,.i.asJ 

for Los Oerillos is hAard in northern Ilew Mexico, where there is also a 

Cerillos. 

Ylhile the thre~-syllabled ~lace name bearing initial stress in 

Spanish is most infrequent, it is scarcely a trick for speakers of Eng

lish to observe this sort of Spanish irregularity when the phenomenon 

presents itself. as it does in M~l&ea (California and New Mexico), 

I 

Jl~mo (California, Colorado, New Mexico, and Texas), Hutrfano (Colorado), 

Optimo (New Me:x:ico), and ~r~pico 2 (California). 

1 
Loa is always [la.s) in New Mexico. 

2 Pcrh~ps it is to pronunciations such as this the.t Sha.fer re-
fers whPn he ~sserts that 11Ce.liforr.ians preserve the Spanish accent in
cluding its irregularities in almost all words 11• (Sfle Shafer, Ql'.2.• ill_., 

pp. 239-244). He adds 11except those ending in-~ 11 and cites Trinidad 
(.tYJ:n:x.d.iedJ , for example. Although he uses no secondary accent mark 
to indicate stress on the last syllable, we know there is a degree of 

I 

stress on this syllable or it would be quite reduced, thus:t-tu n ad:x.d J 

orL!t,1.riadedJ. :;grinid@,d, therefore, neither in California nor in 
Coloro.do 1s an example of complete stress shift to the primary syllable. 
(In Colorado, at any rate, it may be spoken with level stress on the first 
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In four-syllabled names with penultimate Spanish stress the prin

cipal accent is frequently shifted to the first syllable in English: 

/ ' ( ;' ' / ' / Albuquerou§ New Mexico), Amarillo (Texas), Cerrogord9 (Oklahoma),~-

' / ' rn (Arizona.), Mop.tezum~ (California, Colorado, New Mexico). These 

and like names m&3, to be sure, be heard with level or primary stress 

on the penult. They thus exhibit the same stress phenomena observed in 

the English pronunciation of the trisyllable with final Spanish stress. 

Names of four syllables with antepenultimate Spanish stress are 

confined in the lists used in this study to a sole instance: Geronimo 

(Arizona and Texas). 
I 

The customary English pronunciation is [d3a vo. ~x m<•l 
I I 

orld;a Y<A-na mo), but Ld3e.v O.'I'\ x. m0 1 with some degree of initial syllable 

stress may be heard. 

Names of more than four syllables occur most infrequently but 

these. too, divide very nearly equally in regard to trochaic and iambie 

stress. California leads in the number of place names exceeding four 

syllables. From some fourteen names, trochaic Santa Barbara and iambic 

Embarca;dero will serve a.s examples of the manner in which English manages 

these lengthier names. While primary stress often results in such a 

and last syllables.) From his own list of 165 names he cites (in ad
dition to names ending in -dag) five other ttexceptions 11• Only three 
involve complete stress shift: Avi~~ (Spanish, ivila) and one pronuncia
tion of Garcia asL 19a.v1a1 (Spanish, Garc!a), and~~ rs~"'·.1.v.as1 
( Spanish, l 1lv,,i~ l ) • The remaining two names Shafer lists exhibit no 
greater degree of stress shift then do dozens he did not list, dozens 

✓ ' ,, '-

which, together with S~pta. Ysabel and .Rincoa fil,U have merely put the 
primary stress upon the first syllable but have retained, ordinarily, 
some stress upon the final syllable. He might better have conned his 
own list and presented readers of Ameriean Spe~ch with three names he 
apparently faile,,d to perceive to be 11exe~tions 11

: Oce£no ( Spanish, 
~. San ~uentin (Sp~nish, ~ Quintln in Lower California), and 
fuplaus (Spanish, Nicolas). In the foregoing names, the stressed syl
lable in Spanish undergoes complete reduction in the English pronunciation. 
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name as Sant~ Barbar~ the stress is reversed if sentence reythm (pre-

1 scribed by the intention of the speaker) makes it obligatory. In slow 

or emphatic speech level stress may be heard: I I 
Santa Barbara. In Embar-

~a,dero (California) stress has somewhat more than the garden variety of 

development. / ' \ / . . One may hear Embarcadero, Embarcadero, with the first syl-

/ I \ \ \ lable scarcely more than a quick nasal murmur; and ~mbarcadero, Embarca-
/ 

dero. with initi.al stress as shown. In addition, the second and the pen-

ultimate syllables may have level stress ·with reduction of all remaining 

s~llables save the last. In emphatic speech this name may be heard with 

three, and sometines four level stresses: I I I I I II 
Embarcadero, t]mbarcadero. 

For still further variation in the English pronunciation the principle 

of contrast may be applied to each of the five syllables in turn. 

To New Mexico with its seven-sylla.bled 2 T.ierra. Amarilla belongs 

the distinction of possessing the longest name in the five states in

cluded in this stua.y. 3 Pronounced u.s.ua.lly as(t/£ra ,~ma 'r.i. jaJ it 

testifies to considerable resistance to ·anglicization. Its geographical 

location, 7,466 feet high in sparsely settled northern New Mexico, its 

size-~so small that no population figure is listed on the Conoco official 

road map (although Mills. 171, is listed)--these facts account for such 

retention of Spanish pronunciation as it exhibits. Hundreds of citizens 

1Rising inflection lll8.¥ favor stronger stress on the antepenult 
' , ' / in :l3i!,rbarn. Example: Santg. ;Barbara? :But: ~ never been .!A Sa.nta 

13arb~ra. Stress, to be sure, may be reversed in the foregoing examples, 
and the intention with concomitant effect be, thereby, perceptibly 
different. 

2English syllabication. Tierra is a two-syllabled word in Spanish. 

31ongest, on th6 basis of lists appearing in Bentley, .212,. ill•, 
pp. 222-226; 230-235. 
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in southern New Mexico are oblivious of its eY.istence. 

In some names English has removed all stress from the syllable 

stressed in Spanish. reducing, thereby, the stressed Spanish vowel to 

[oJ or [I]. Since names of this type have been noted previously in the 

various sections devoted to the stressed vowels, little more than mention 

of selected ones need be ma.de here. In Colorado, fin.al Spanish stress 

on a dissyllable has been completely reduced in very nearly every in

stance of its occurrenoe. 1 An exception is Oab,tne, whose respelling ac-
/ 

oounts for the retention of the stress, and Ortii (a s1nall town whose 

I ' ] population is chiefly Mexican), which is, nevertheless, heard as (.:>V }l..Z 

as well asl?v
1
ti2.J : alsof. 1

Jr
1
-liz.]. The following names show com

plete stress shift With eubsequent reduction in the unstressed syllable: 

I,.., I 2 / '~ I 1 Oa.noa Q.iu, Ga;rci~ •. Limon, Pinon .. ?Qrtal, §olar,. 

Some three-syllabled names with antepenultimate stress have been 

given penultimate st~ess in English, a phenomenon that bears a resem-

blance to over correction: 
/ . / 

A:rbole§ (Colorado), A,rila (California), 

Cord6va3 {New Mexico). f:.lace'do (Texas). while a matching llUnlber, folll', 

with penultimate stress have yielded to the Germanic tendency towards 

1s~e list of Colorado names, bentley. Qll.. oit., pp. 225-226. 
Only in New Mexico is there fairly general observance of final stress 
on a dissylla.ble so stressed in Spanish. New Mexico has a dozen or so 
names of this type with but one example of stress shift in one pronuncia
tion so marked as to reduce the final syllable: Margueii i:'m~Y Kl.5 J. 

2A two-syllabled name only in the English pronunciation. Here 
there are variant pronunciations with primary stress on the penult, as 

< in Spaniah three-syllabled Qarc1~. 

3spanish CbitnaY6, ~1th the accent on the final syllable, becomes 
English Chimayo (New Mexico). This, too, may possibly be considered a 
result of ovel'correction; although, here, the Germanic tend.ency towards 
moving the str-ess nearer to the front of t~e w·:>rd is, :pe?'haps, a more 
logical interpretation. 
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initial stress: ~nah~c (Texas), Arr1ba1 (Colorado), B~liva.r (Texas), , 
Sa.pello (New Mexico). It will be noted that six of these names a.re 

stressed in Spanish against the regular rules for Spanish accent and 
, I I I 

bear, therefore, a written accent: Arboles, Avila, Cordoba, Placido, 
I I 

;Bolivar, An~. With the exception of Arboles and Cordon, the vowel 

stressed in the Spanish pronunciation is completely reduced. That!. in 

Arboles and .Q. in Cordova do not suffer reduction is ascribable to their 

occurring in heavy initial syllables. In the English pronunciation con

siderable stress mey be applied to the first syllable in Arbole$ and in 

Cordova. It may, upon occasion, be equal to the stress applied. to tb.e 

penult. 

1
In Arriba and JJolivar the unstressed syllables a.re completely 

reduced in the English pronunciation. 



CONCLUSION 

The questions presented at the outset of this study have., inso

far es the scope of this investigation has permitted, been answered in 

the foregoing divisions of this paper devoted in tu.i"n to the English in

terpretation of the Spanish vowels in stressed and unstressed positions, 

of the Spanish consonants, and, finally, of Spanish stress.. Instances 

of vowel values employed in the English pronunciation which are contrary 

to the English value customarily ascribed to the letter under the given 

circumstances are infrequent and, in most cases, show wavering. Such 

F,nglish imitations o:f Spanish vowel values that have been showed to per

sist are based, we may safely sa.y, on the nschool 11 pronunciation. In

stances of recognition of Spanish consonP..nt values ar~ infrequent, oc

curring only with some letters, notably !?. (y) • ll., .J. (g before !!, and !) 

a.nd !l, with the possible inclusion of~• in a limited number of names, 

wherein the pronunciation of the cited oonsonants often shows wavering. 

The names are stressed in such a manner that there is no contra.diction 

to the Englil.'lh stress system, which contains iambic as well as trochaic 

rhythm patterns. The influence of the present Mexican population upon 

the present English pronunciation of the Spanish-derived place name is 

a subject open to discussion for those who are interested in exchanging 

whatsoever opinions they may hold. It involves the knotty problem of 

the social, economic, and political prestige of the Mexican, wheresoever 

10? 
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he ma;y be. In regard to massed numbers. it may be pointed out that while 

Los Angeles is one of the largest 11Mexican11 cities in the world her Span

ish-speaking eitizens have scarcely contributed to a more Spanish pro

nunciation of the city's name, and that although El Paso's population is 

at least fifty percent Mexican and that although the city has looked 

daily at Juarez, Mexioo,across the Rio Grande for a very long time indeed 

these a.dvrultages have not saved Spanish ldl from :phonetic change. I.t 

is only in the smaller towns whose names do not suffer the myriad abra

sions which frequent utterance inflicts, the endless linguistic wear and 

tear to which the batter known names of the larger cities have been sub

.jected--1 t is only in these smaller places that the "botter 11 English 

imitations are heard. and, even here, in most instances. there is waver

ing. Phonological phenomena arising from English transcriptions of the 

Spanish place name have been noted and discussed. It may be added that, 

by and large. the observance of the Spanish orthography is better in 

New Mexico than elsewhere, but, even here, trends toward anglicization 

have been noted. In regard to future developments in the Enelish pro

nunciation of the Spanish-derived place name, the weight of the evidence 

points to no lessening in the trend towards angliciza.tion. It seems 

reasonable to append, ho~ever, that so long as political end social 

factors continue to remain stable in t:lew Mexico, and that so long as 

people remain, on the whole, ignorant of the existence of Tierra Amarillo, 

this :polysyllabic name (among others) will retain its veneer of ttSpanish 11 

pronunciation in the speech of English initiates who have passed that we::,. 
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